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Executive Summary
The objectives of this work were to identify suitable locations for power-to-methane (PtM) in Europe and to estimate the methane production potential for 2050.
The PtM location identification is based on the concept of coupling existing CO2 sources (biogas
and industrial plants) with locally available renewable energy (RE) sources, i.e. wind turbines and
utility-scale PV systems. The data acquisition was performed by researching publicly available data
on renewable energy generation and biogas production sites, as well as by manual research to
confirm or extend the available data. For the industrial CO2 emissions, the European Pollutant Release and Transfer database was exploited.
A highly resolved geo-information data model was used to calculate the local correlations of CO2
availability and renewable energy production throughout Europe. CO2 sources exhibiting large-scale
renewable energy generation within a radius of 10 km were identified as potential PtM energy conversion sites, enabling local energy sector coupling and the production of methane.
Additional information such as the locations and distances between potential energy conversion sites
and substations from the electricity system or other infrastructures can be visualised and included in
the assessments. The local land use e.g. in terms of the exact polygons of agricultural land may be
utilised for example to model future erections of photovoltaic plants, as presented in the case studies of chapter 8.
The projections of the 2050 methane production potentials were carried out on national level.
Since the design of this study centres the development of power-to-methane plants around existing
CO2 sources, the production potentials were assessed on the basis of two scenarios for the future
availability of CO2: a limited CO2 availability scenario and a balanced CO2 availability scenario, respectively.
The resulting power-to-methane maps provide insights into the possibilities of developing a
methanation technology rollout starting from the status quo of renewable energy infrastructure in
Europe.
As an outcome of this work, the following key results can be summarized:


PtM potentials exist all across Europe, as most of the CO2 point sources exhibit RE generation in their proximity (10 km) already today. 15 789 out of 17 868 (88 %) analysed CO2
point sources were identified for potential local energy coupling. Of the large countries with
respect to area, Denmark and Germany exhibit the highest shares (98 % of the located
points) due to the high numbers of wind turbines and CO2 sources.



Already today, 50 % of all CO2 sources included in the study show potential for energy
coupling based on the local availability of both considered RE sources. The combined supply with wind power and utility-scale PV plants leads to synergies beneficial for the operation of the conversion technologies due to complementing load profiles that lead to enhanced full-load hours based on local RE production. These conditions were found for 316
industrial and 8 648 biogas plants. As of today, most of the identified potential sites are located in Germany. However, with an anticipated deeper penetration of RE generation in Europe, all nations are expected to show an increase in PtM potentials, reaching the same high
level of geographical correlation and even exceeding it.
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Case studies for the proximities of the three STORE&GO demonstration sites located in Germany, Switzerland and Italy yield detailed local insights into the developed dataset. Potentials for future PV plant expansion are taken into account as well. The case studies show that
despite the very different prerequisites all focussed areas exhibit potentials for methane production using local RE and CO2 sources.



Finally, this report presents European Power-to-Methane Potential Maps showing projections for the potential methane production in 2050. Calculations are based on two scenarios:
The Limited CO2 Availability Scenario is based on an extremely deep decarbonisation of
the energy-intensive industries, resulting in a CO2 emission reduction of 95 % across the
investigated sectors compared to 2015 levels. Concerning the biomass availability, a conservative estimation is made by further reducing the minimal biomass potentials for residues and forestry to 1/3 of literature values. The energy crop potentials are even reduced
to 1/6 in order to consider lacking social acceptance and ecologic drawbacks of energy
crop cultivation. By these steps, an ecologic rather than maximal exploitation of European
biomass potentials as well as evolving usage competitions are considered. The total 2050
PtM potential based on the limited CO2 availability scenario is 1 320 TWh/a. The methane
share produced from industrial CO2 is 130 TWh/a, while the methane from the green CO2
sources amounts to 1 190 TWh/a, demonstrating the dominating role of biogenic carbon
sources in a deeply defossilised future.
The Balanced CO2 Availability Scenario is based on a deep decarbonisation of the energy-intensive industries, resulting in a CO2 emission reduction of 90 % across the investigated sectors compared to 2015 levels. Concerning the biomass availability, a balanced
estimation was made based on the same assumptions for residues and forestry but a
loosened restriction for the exploitation of energy crop potentials (1/3 of literature values).
The PtM potential for 2050 amounts to 1 650 TWh/a. The share of the potential methane
from industrial CO2 sources is 260 TWh/a, and the methane from green sources
1 390 TWh/a.



The outcomes of the study may be evaluated by means of their potential to cover the European gas demand 2050 by comparing to literature. The results of this assessment correspond
to approximately 38 – 176 % of the 2050 methane demand for the chosen scenarios. Methane production using CO2 from biomass and remaining industrial sources may therefore
play a crucial role in the energy system of the future.
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1 Introduction
Energy storage emerges as a key enabling technology for addressing the flexibility requirements for
integrating variable renewable electricity into the energy system and thus to provide green energy
for transport, industry, commerce and households temporally decoupled from electricity production.
Large amounts of variable renewable electricity can be stored in the form of hydrogen and derived
e-fuels such as methane, providing significant flexibility and even seasonal balancing to the electricity system and enabling the decarbonisation of all energy-consuming sectors.
Within the European research and demonstration project STORE&GO [Hori00], the methanation
option is broadly studied. The results range from technical developments, engineering, system integration, various plant designs and operation to economic analyses, business models, legal framework, life cycle assessments, potential analysis, a power-to-gas roadmap and policy recommendations.

1.1 Objective of this Deliverable
This report presents the results of a potential analysis conducted in STORE&GO Work Package 8,
task 3. The objective of the work was to analyse and map the potentials for power-to-methane technologies across Europe by taking into account the geographical implications of the availability of the
local feedstocks, renewable electricity and carbon dioxide as boundary conditions. This is achieved
by researching location data to locally match CO2 sources with wind power and PV production, and
thus to gain insight into the regional potentials for local sector coupling by power-to-gas across Europe.
Biogenic and industrial point sources as well as carbon capture technologies are presented, and
potentials are discussed and compared to the European demand for (decarbonized) gases. Where
possible, future outlooks are given e.g. concerning future technology costs or gas demand. In the
field of PV potentials agro-photovoltaics are taken into account. The geographical analysis leads to
a set of power-to-gas potential maps that yield insight to the distribution of suited technologies and
feedstocks to be coupled for the production of synthetic methane across Europe. Finally, exemplary
case studies conducted for the three STORE&GO demo sites highlight the lateral resolution of the
resulting data sets, and zoom into the specific local opportunities. A summary briefly recapitulates
the key findings. The results contribute to the final Deliverables D8.10 and D8.11, which contain a
roadmap for power-to-gas in Europe as well as policy recommendations, and will be published via
the STORE&GO project homepage1.

1

www.storeandgo.info
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2 CO2 and hydrogen as feedstocks for methanation
Each power-to-methane installation depends on two input gas streams, CO2 and hydrogen, to be
converted into synthetic methane in the methanation step.

2.1 Green and grey CO2 sources
One of the key questions for a future large-scale implementation of methanation technologies in the
EU is the quantity of CO2 available for a substitution of the fossil natural gas distributed today. The
large-scale production of SNG via methanation requires high CO2 availability and volume flow as
well as preferably high purity. In this report, CO2 sources are divided into the two categories ‘green’
and ‘grey’. The green CO2 sources consist of biomass and direct air capture while grey sources refer
to industrial emitters.
The annual availability of biomass is reliable but limited as a matter of principle. A study done by
the University of Groningen in the course of STORE&GO shows that the European quantities of
biomass in 2050 will be in the range of 6 to 30 EJ [Faai18]. Another study by Thrän et al. reports that
the biomass availability in Europe will be between 3.6 and 8.6 EJ (1 000 TWh and 2 390 TWh)
[ThMü11]. In this work, the latter study will be used for reference, with the aim to not overestimate
the potentials for CO2 from biomass sources for power-to-methane processes.
Direct air capture technologies are an additional promising solution for green CO2 provision in the
future, since they separate the CO2 molecules from ambient air and provide the gas feed to methanation reactors independently of any industrial flue gas or biogas stream and related infrastructural
boundary conditions. It is in principle only limited by the availability of renewable electricity. Due to
the low CO2 content of ambient air the direct air capture technology requires high energy inputs for
separating the molecules.
Industrial facilities as sources of grey CO2 will remain the largest point sources of concentrated
CO2 for sequestration and utilisation in methanation and other Power-to-X processes, although in
order to reach the Paris agreement goals drastic CO2 reductions in the industrial sector need to be
achieved.
All three classes of potential CO2 sources for power-to-gas and related technologies will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

2.2 Hydrogen
The world currently consumes more than 55 Mt/a hydrogen (million tons per annum), as reported by
the Hydrogen Council, of which some 95 % stem from fossil fuels. 55 % of the total hydrogen amount
is used for ammonia production, 25 % in petroleum refining, and about 10 % for methanol production
[AaEH18].
Hydrogen can be blended with natural gas and used in the residential and commercial sector as well
as industry or transportation, or be used for fuel synthesis (combined with CO2) e.g. to produce
synthetic methane that can serve as a substitute for natural gas. The blending option may serve
as a proportional decarbonisation measure which is available today from the technology perspective.
However, due to technical reasons the admixing potentials are principally limited and maximum hydrogen tolerances are currently studied, e.g. in the EU-project THyGA [EDGG20].
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Hydrogen and derived power-to-gas products such as methane can be effective decarbonisation
fuels if produced with a low carbon footprint. Limiting factors concerning their large-scale implementation into the energy system include the learning rates for the costs of technologies like electrolysers
and fuel cells, the further development of suitable infrastructure as well as European and national
standards, technical rules and policies.
The Energy transition outlook [Dnvg18] projects that the global hydrogen demand in the industry will
reach a value of 69 - 114 Mt in 2050 and that the iron and steel industry might be among the first
movers in beginning to use hydrogen in the direct iron reduction steelmaking process in the range
of 4 – 11 Mt of hydrogen by 2050 [AaEH18].

Figure 2-1 Estimated demand for hydrogen as a feedstock in 2050 (Mtpa), DNV GL [AaEH18]

Hydrogen may enable greater fractions of renewables in the electricity mix (greater market penetration of renewables) as the surplus electricity from renewables can be valorised by converting renewable electricity into green fuels and thus paving a way for a deep integration of renewables in the
fossil dominated sectors industry, mobility and heat. The production of green hydrogen via electrolysis from renewable energy causes almost zero GHG emissions. Hydrogen can also serve as seasonal storage of electricity (e.g. using salt caverns or depleted oil or gas fields as storages) over long
periods [AaEH18]. Power-to-gas as the enabling large-scale energy conversion technology class
may develop a strong momentum as a global key technology for decarbonisation measures across
all energy-intensive sectors.
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3 Carbon Capture / Carbon Capture and Use
One important option that could play a substantial role in decarbonisation is carbon capture (CC)
as it is considered an important contributor for reaching the climate protection goals. This technology
is technically feasible for the large CO2 point sources such as the energy intensive industries studied
in this report. Unlike carbon capture and storage (CCS), which has raised a lot of questions about
acceptance and risks, carbon capture and usage (CCU) has the potential of converting CO2 into
high-value products, and enables the development of closed carbon circles. There are several pilot
CCU projects (some of which described in 3.1) that are in different stages of technical maturity.
Nevertheless, capturing rates of 90 % and above may be achieved throughout the fields of application. The captured CO2 can be valorised as a raw material for carbon-based products or for production of power-to-gas products such as SNG (methane), which may contribute to a sustainable transition of the industry, mobility and heating sector.

Figure 3-1 Carbon capture cycle (Source: Hydrogen council [Hydr17])

Facing the 2 °C target and the need for a substantial reduction of GHG emissions by 2050, first
industries recognised their crucial role and recognize the necessity of a sustainable industry transition. Indeed, a swift development of innovative technologies is needed to meet the challenge of up
to 95 % industrial CO2 emission reduction targets while maintaining productivity.
Where CC or CCU technologies are applied in industrial processes today, they are implemented into
the overall process design to meet certain requirements of the individual process such as lowering
the emissions of the plant or treatment/upgrading of the product gases for further process steps
[BZGT18]. Due to the high level of industrial plant integration in the energy-intensive industry sectors,
CO2 separation technologies typically cannot straight-forwardly be added in terms of retrofit installations. Suitable access to flue gases at certain temperature levels needs to be chosen to not interfere
with the demands of the production processes itself. For large and complex plant designs, individual
solutions must be developed based on local boundary conditions and feasibility.
Currently, even the most advanced CO2 capturing technologies have certain drawbacks, mostly due
to the large amounts of energy that are needed to capture the CO 2, resulting in either extra energy
demands or efficiency losses. Potential advances might be offered by innovative capturing technologies using high-temperature fuel cells that allow power to be generated while capturing CO2. A
number of studies regarding this technology focus on SOFC and MCFC types of fuel cells in combination with cryogenic CO2 separation and oxy-combustion with condensation [Grol09, Iea19].
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Leading industrial enterprises report on new technological advances on how to significantly reduce
greenhouse emissions. Some of these were already presented in the previous Deliverable
D8.7 [SCLL19]. The following subsections present a brief overview and the latest projects on industrial carbon capture technologies.

3.1 Carbon capture and use options in industry
The CO2 capturing potential for the most energy-intensive industrial sectors in this analysis is based
on publications and latest projects in the field. As literature generally suggests, a CO2 separation
ratio of about 90 % is achievable at a number of predominant processes in the most energy-intensive
industries selected for investigation.
Metal industry
The metal industry is characterised as the most energy-intensive manufacturing sector. The demand
for iron and steel demand is expected to continue to rise in the future, so carbon mitigation is essential for this sector, given its importance [VMPE12]. Applying different carbon capture technologies in
steel plants, like the Sorption Enhanced Water Gas Shift (SEWGS) process, may result in 85 – 90 %
carbon capture potentials, according to Gazzani et al. [GaRM13].
Gradual decarbonisation strategies by co-firing of biogas or hydrogen exist already today with the
status quo of plant setups. However, they are not expected to fulfil the 2050 demand for a deep
decarbonisation of the sector.
End-of-pipe carbon capture and usage technologies as demonstrated in the Carbon2Chem project in Duisburg, Germany, offer potentials for a partial decarbonisation and downstream use of the
CO2 for the synthesis of e.g. chemical (precursor) products [Bund18] (see chemical industry).
The one outstanding and most anticipated technology option for a deep decarbonisation of the steel
sector however is the use of hydrogen as a reductant in the direct reduction steel production process. Developments that allow the CO2 emission-free process were for example made in a field trial
at Voest in Linz, Austria, as part of the H2Future project, where a PEM electrolyser system (6 MW)
is used to split water and produce “green” hydrogen at 80 % efficiency of the electrolysis process
[H2fu00]. The produced hydrogen is used as a fuel for the steel making processes (direct reduction),
substituting coke as the reducing agent and its related CO2 emissions by water vapour [Ref00]. Another project, HYBRIT [SsLV00] is a project under planning in Luleå, Sweden, to implement the use
of hydrogen from electrolysis in a direct reduction steelmaking process, as a joint venture between
SSAB, LKAB and Vattenfall. The aim of the project is to achieve fossil-free steel by 2035. If successful, it can reduce Sweden’s CO2 emissions by 10 % and up to 7 % globally, according to the consortium [SsLV00]. HYBRIT’s proposed direct reduction process is shown in Figure 3-2. The concept
design shows that a sufficient H2 storage capacity to balance the H2 demand for the steel making
process needs to be available, and the hydrogen supply will be generated by wind, hydro power or
photovoltaics.
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Figure 3-2 Direct reduction steelmaking process from the project HYBRIT (right-hand side) compared to classical coke
plant based blast furnace route (left hand side) [AaEH18]

Cement industry
The CO2 emissions from the cement industry, as part of the mineral sector, are the second largest
right behind the metal industry. Most carbon capture technology options in the cement industry are
post-combustion carbon capture processes [Ref09]. According to Hilz, a carbon capture potential of
more than 90 % is achievable with directly and indirectly heated carbonate looping (CaL), even up
to 95 % if applied to the cement industry and up to 92 % if applied to the steel industry [Hilz17,
HoSS17]. The calcium looping technology, as well as chilled ammonia (CAP), membrane-assisted
CO2 liquefaction and oxy-fuel plus carbon capture, were also tested in the CEMCAP project
[Cemc00]. The results showed CO2 capture rates higher than 90 % for all of the four technologies,
and demonstrated up to 98 % capture rate at a pilot plant at the IFK Stuttgart [JVSF17]. Additionally,
the project LEILAC (Low Emissions Intensity Lime and Cement) suggests implementing minimal
changes to the calciner of the cement plant, by introducing a direct separating reactor for capturing
the CO2 that is being released in the process of calcination. This technology allows up to 95 % capture potential of the CO2 from the calcination process [HSRF17]. A detailed description is given in
Deliverable 8.7 [SCLL19].
Implementing solar energy in the cement industry for the clinkering process is one of the latest innovative ideas towards lowering the CO2 emissions released during the process. The so called solarisation of the calcination step uses a solar reactor in which heat is supplied by concentrated solar
power. Research done by Moumin et al. shows that the effect of the solarisation of cement plants
with solar irradiation levels of Spain can result in a CO2 reduction of the total CO2 emissions from
the cement industry in Spain of 2 – 7 %, while the implementation of a controlled sequestration may
even lead to a 8 – 28 % reduction of CO2 emissions [MRZM20].
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A study by Markewitz et al. reports on post-combustion carbon capture options for the cement industry and shows 70 – 90 % CO2 avoidance rates at costs in the range of 77 – 115 €/t CO2
[MZRM19], while studies included in STORE&GO Deliverable D7.5 report lower costs [BZGT18],
see 3.4.
Today, cement producers use coal as fuel, petroleum coke (petcoke) as well as co-firing of biomass
or waste, depending on prices and the availabilities of the fuels. Whereas a fuel-switch from coal to
a (partial) biogas or biomass combustion would require a modest retrofit of the plant-design, the
replacement of coal with hydrogen requires a complete redesign of the burners as well as all affected
peripheries.
Pulp and paper industry
The pulp and paper industry accounts for 2 % of the total global industrial emissions [LMSP17]. The
Kraft mills, which are one of the two main production pathways of pulp and paper, have the largest
potential of carbon capture in Europe, as they account for almost 73 % of the European pulp and
paper CO2 emissions [Jöns00]. Since the recovery boiler in the Kraft plant, where black liquor is
burned, is the main source of CO2 emissions, it is of special interest for the implementation of carbon
capture technologies [MeTo13]. According to Pettersson [Ref11], the black-liquor gasification (BLG)
is considered as one technology that can improve the efficiency of the Kraft plants and positively
affect the CO2 emissions from the recovery boiler. The BLG, if combined with a carbon capture
technology, holds a potential for large CO2 reductions in this industry sector.
Like in other industry sectors, a post-combustion carbon capture approach is usually considered as
a retrofit option in this industry, as it does not need modification of the production plant itself (endof-pipe technologies), in comparison to pre-combustion capture or oxy-fuel combustion [Jöns00].
Chemical industry
Ammonia, ethylene oxide production and hydrogen production by steam reforming of natural gas,
as part of the chemical industry, are considered as high-purity CO2 sources. The highly concentrated
CO2 feeds available as by-products of these processes result in low costs for carbon capture compared to other processes and industries [LMSP17]. Separation technologies used in the chemical
industry include the use of chemical solvents, solid looping and cryogenic technologies [Demo14].
Selecting the appropriate process depends on a number of factors including gas inlet pressure, sizing and end use specification [ZaCo10].
Throughout the industrial sectors, end-of-pipe carbon capture technologies offer potentials for
decarbonisation and downstream use of the CO2 for the synthesis of chemical (precursor) products.
Thus, new basic chemical production sites are expected to arise in the future, which supply the
chemical sector with basic chemicals feedstocks made from recycled carbon. In this way, a sector
coupling among historically distinct sectors becomes reality while completely new process routes
and raw material transport chains develop. The recycled material may stem from all remaining largescale processes that rely on combustion of fossil fuels, bio-fuels or waste (all fuels that lead to CO2
emissions). Hydrogen combustion however, as well as electrified processes, drop out of the spectrum of potential CO2 producers for carbon capture and use applications.
The Carbon2Chem project [Bund18] in Duisburg, Germany, links the steel and the chemical sector
by implementing an end-of-pipe carbon capture step with a choice of innovative carbon-based production processes, leading to chemical products such as methanol, alcohols, OME or polymers. The
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newly erected laboratory offers an infrastructure for collaborative development of various CCU products [DeOS00].
Waste incineration
The CO2 generated from waste incineration plants is generally released into the atmosphere. According to the UK Environmental Agency, between 0.7 and 1.7 tons of CO2 per ton of combusted
municipal waste is generated and released into the air [Envi20].
Finding a way of how to re-use the carbon dioxide from these plants can offer environmental benefits
and financial sustainability to this industry sector. An innovative recycling technology was tested in
a project at the Twence demo plant in the Netherlands, where sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO 3) is
produced using carbon dioxide captured from the flue gasses of the waste incineration process. The
project aimed at evaluating the concept of on-site production, storage and re-use of carbon dioxide
[Twen00].
Twence is a waste incineration and energy generating plant in Hengelo, Netherlands, where waste
is used for heat and power production in a process called Waste-to-Energy (WTE). In this plant, the
CO2 from the flue gas is scrubbed and used for mineralization. The captured CO2 is used to convert
sodium carbonate to sodium bicarbonate in an innovative reactor. Using this process, 1 ton of carbonate is converted to 1.6 tons of bicarbonate. This plant produces 8 000 tons of sodium bicarbonate
annually. The production of NaHCO3 usually uses CO2 that is obtained by burning fossil fuels. Using
the closed CO2 cycle in this process yields a reduction in the CO2 emissions of 2 000 tons annually
for this plant [HuRV16]. The sodium bicarbonate is then used to remove the acidic components in
the flue gas before it is emitted into the atmosphere. The sodium carbonate, as raw material, is
cheaper than the bicarbonate, so this process results with overall cost savings as well as lower CO2
emissions [HuRV16].
The synergy between the waste incineration and the chemical industry can offer mitigation of the
CO2 emissions that are associated with the process of waste incineration while providing new synthesis routes for raw materials for the industry and the transportation sector.
A consortium comprising of Air Liquide, AkzoNobel Specialty Chemicals, Enerkem and the Port of
Rotterdam aims at developing a Waste-to-Chemicals plant at the Port of Rotterdam, where nonrecyclable waste materials will be transformed into valuable chemicals, helping the Netherlands to
achieve the goal of becoming carbon-neutral by 2050 [Eu00].This plant is Europe’s first facility
providing a sustainable solution for non-recyclable waste (including waste plastics and other mixed
wastes) by converting them into raw material, methanol. The facility aims at converting up to 360 000
tons of waste into 220 000 tons (270 million litres) of methanol. The quantity represents the total
annual waste production of 700 000 households and will achieve CO2 emission savings of up to
300 000 tons per year [Eu00]. The waste is converted into methanol through the processes of gasification, syngas conditioning and catalytic synthesis. In the gasifier, around 90 % of the carbon in
the waste is converted into syngas. The syngas is then conditioned and purified before being fed to
the catalytic reactor where it reacts with a catalyst to produce methanol [Doyl18].
Large-scale projects, like the previously described, demonstrate the feasibility of industrial CO2 emission reduction, hydrogen use, potentials and high value of various carbon capture technologies as
well as the potential role of PtG, which might allow a widespread adoption of power-to-gas technologies in industrial settings in the future.
Based on the literature review conducted in this work, a value of 90 % is chosen as a carbon capture
potential throughout the processes and industrial sectors to be applied to all subsequent calculations
of carbon capture and use potentials for methanation processes.
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3.2 Carbon capture and use at bio-methane plants
In the fermentation process of biomass for biogas production, a notable amount of CO2 is obtained
within the raw biogas. When the raw biogas is upgraded for the production of biomethane, a highquality gas that can be injected into the natural gas networks, these CO2 amounts are separated,
leading to a high-quality CO2 stream as a by-product. The working assumption for this study is that
in future scenarios towards 2050, these CO2 streams are not exhausted into the ambient air anymore, but instead used for the production of green methane via the power-to-methane route. Next
to the availability of CO2, another advantage of bio-methane plants as potential sites for PtG units is
that they already possess a feed-in point to the natural gas network. Thus, the potential erection of
an additional PtG plant leads to lower costs of investment. Biogas production and upgrading sites
are therefore low hanging fruits for the integration with power-to-methane technologies.
As of 2017, 540 bio-methane plants with an annual capacity of 1.94 billion m³ were installed in Europe [Eba18]. One year later, 2018, already 660 plants producing 2.28 billion m³ were reported
[Eba19].
It is not mandatory to separate the biogas digestion from the methanation process. Rather, integrated
reactor designs that combine the classical biogas production and a biogenic methanation are possible, too, increasing the plant complexity but potentially harnessing synergies by avoiding costs for
intermediate CO2 sequestration and handling [THJS12].
Similar to the biogas plants, the waste water treatment plants that produce sewage gas can be used
as a source for CO2. The resulting gas mixture can also be directly fed into a methanation process
or be converted into biomethane and synthetic methane when incorporating a CO 2 sequestration
step and separated reactors [BZGT18].
Biogas plants are an available and reliable source of biogenic CO2. Additionally, possibilities for
coupling a biogas plant with a PtG plant already exists today (as for example shown in the Audi egas project [Audi13]). Therefore, biogas plants are considered to be the preferred “green” CO2
source for the methanation process in the course of the present work.
In order to determine the potential and to identify the possible sites for biogenic PtG plants, a distinctive knowledge of existing green CO2 sources and renewable energy sources is necessary. This
includes, among others, the positions of the considered renewable energy sources, and both the
locations and production data of biogenic CO2 sources. The approaches for obtaining the data, as
well as the methods used in the process, are presented in the following subchapters.

3.3 Direct air capture
One of the technologies that has received increasing attention in the recent years is the direct capture of CO2 from the air. Unlike the high concentrations of CO2 in the flue gases from the industrial
plants or from the biogas production process, the concentration of CO2 in the air is currently 0.041%
(410ppm), so developing very efficient agents for capturing these small amounts is crucial. One of
the biggest advantages of this technology compared to biomass-based CO2 capture is its very small
impact on land-use. It can for example be built un unused spaces such as roofs of commercial or
industrial buildings. In addition, it can be vertically stacked. Besides the comparably high costs of
direct air capture (see section 3.4), the second major drawback of this technology is the energy
demand mostly coming from the process of thermally releasing the CO2 from the sorbent (regeneration phase). One the positive side, the production potential of direct air capture is solely limited by
its energy demand. The specific technology implemented in STORE&GO demonstration in Troia,
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Italy, offers the opportunity to be provided by low-temperature heat to cover up to 90% of the required
energy demand. This can be achieved through heat integration with electrolysis and methanation.
A general advantage of the DAC technology in contrast to industrial CO2 sources is its geographically
independent siting options, that do not need any technical, economical, contractual etc. coupling to
industry plants or related infrastructure. Instead, coupling to renewable energy production or suitable
grid connectivity suffices. Therefore, power-to-methane or other carbon usage options may be implemented close to the location where the product will be needed instead of prioritising a CO 2 point
source (as in the present study). As a result, the transport task of the CO2 or the CO2-related product
is omitted. Non-productive land and roof-tops may be chosen for the installations to avoid competition of land use. Due to the low environmental impact of this technology it has a potential to become
one of the predominant technological options for capturing and removing CO2 from the atmosphere
in the future, e.g. at sites, where oversupplies of RE are available for a very significant part of the
year
Depending on the scenarios of the European commission report A Clean Planet for all – A European
long-term strategic vision for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate neutral economy, a
potential amount to be captured in 2050 could be in the range of 200 Mt CO2, ‘mainly coming from
DACs’ [Euro18]. Figure 3-3 shows CO2 capture respectively storage and use scenarios from the EU
primes model calculations described in [Euro18].

Figure 3-3 Different scenarios for CO2 capture and storage or reuse for 2050 Source: PRIMES [Euro18]

Direct air capture is not accounted for in the potential study presented here, which focusses completely on CO2 point sources. The latter offer high concentrations of CO2 available for sequestration
with comparably low efforts, and it is therefore expected that these CO2 sources will be exploited
first, where available. However, DAC may lead to significant additional green CO2 provision if implemented at large scale and with the corresponding technology cost reductions in the future.
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3.4 Carbon capture costs
Although some capturing technologies for separating carbon dioxide from flue gas streams can be
used for both high purity or diluted sources, the capturing efficiencies as well as the costs highly
depend on the CO2 concentrations and impurities in the flue gas stream of the CO2 emitting process.
The STORE&GO Deliverable 7.5 “Report on experience curves and economies of scale” (see Table
3-1) analyses the differences in costs for specific industry sectors [BZGT18]. Capturing the CO2 from
high concentration sources, like ammonia production plants, show significantly lower costs (25 €/t)
in comparison to other processes that show lower CO2 concentrations in their flue gas. Metal
industry, cement production and the pulp and paper sector exhibit costs between 19 and 90 €/t.
Capturing the green CO2 from solid biomass goes along with comparable costs as for the saparation
from natural gas [BZGT18]. The CO2 from biogas upgrading plants can be seen as a low hanging
fruit for potential power-to-x conversion technologies, since the CO2 anounts separated there are
available at very low costs, which may be as low as the range of 5 to 9 €/t following Reiter and
Lindorfer [ReLi15].
The direct air CO2 capture technology faces the highest costs for CO2 provision, in the range of
150 – 475 €/t. This concides with the lower technological maturity level and the very low
concentraion of CO2 in ambient air that the technology needs to cope with. Some predictions expect
that the direct air capture costs will decline to levels as low as 22 €/t in the future [BZGT18].
Table 3-1 Average capture costs for CO2 related to industrial sectors [BZGT18].
Column “Ref.” refers to references in original source.

CO2 Source

Capture costs

Year

Chemical industry

Energy industry; power
& heat from fossil fuels

€/tCO2

Coal

Natural gas

Biomass

Refinery

Ammonia production

Other chemicals

Iron & steel production

Exchange rate

Ref.

USD/EUR

34 – 42

2017

0.83

[114]

19 – 47

2015

-

[112]

20 – 63

2015

0.72

[123]

63 – 83

2017

0,83

[114]

54 – 101

2015

-

[112]

35 – 75

2015

0.72

[123]

54 – 101

2015

-

[112]

29 – 83

2017

0.83

[114]

44 – 94

2015

-

[112]

48 1)

2012

-

[124]

97

2014

0.82

[115]

12

2017

0.83

[114]

23 – 54

2015

-

[112]

22

2014

0.82

[115]

12 – 52

2017

0.83

[114]

21

2014

0.82

[115]

19 – 33

2017

0.83

[114]

16 – 41

2015

-

[112, 124]

81 – 83

2014

0.82

[115]
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Year

€/tCO2

Cement, clinker & lime production

Biogenic CO2 sources

Pulp, paper & board production

Biogas upgrading

Bioethanol fermentation

Bioethanol fermentation (incl.
cogeneration)

Direct air capture

1)

long term prediction

Exchange rate

Ref.

USD/EUR

22 – 35

2017

0.83

[114]

33 – 69

2015

-

[112, 124]

17 – 37 1)

2012

-

[124]

82

2014

0.82

[115]

18 – 27

2003

0.79

[116]

57 – 87

2017

-

[125, 126]

0 – 90

2012

-

[111]

5–9

2015

-

[112]

12

2017

0.83

[114]

0 – 18

2011

-

[113]

25

2014

0.82

[115]

5–9

2015

-

[112]

83 – 111

2011

-

[113]

42

2003

0.79

[116]

150 – 320

2012

-

[111]

22 1)

2012

-

[111]

150

2010

0.75

[117]

331 – 423

2011

0.77

[118]

268 – 309

2013

0.72

[119]

341 – 475

2014

0.82

[120]

81 – 201

2018

0.86

[121]
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4 Data on CO2 from industry and biogas plants
4.1 Data on industrial CO2 sources
The analysis of industrial CO2 as a feedstock for power-to-methane energy conversion is based on
open data published by the European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (E-PRTR) database.
“The European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (E-PRTR) is the Europe-wide register that provides easily accessible key environmental data from industrial facilities in European Union Member States and in Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Serbia and Switzerland. […]
The new register contains data reported annually by more than 30,000 industrial facilities covering 65 economic activities across Europe. For each facility, information is provided concerning the amounts of pollutant releases […] from a list of 91 key pollutants including heavy metals,
pesticides, greenhouse gases and dioxins […].
The register contributes to transparency and public participation in environmental decisionmaking. It implements for the European Community the UNECE (United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe) PRTR Protocol to the Aarhus Convention on Access to Information,
Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters.”

[Euro17]
Five energy-intensive industries are focused: Production and processing of metals, paper and wood
production, waste and waste water management, chemical industry and mineral industry.2 3
The E-PRTR database collects data for all plants exceeding 100 kt of CO2 emission per year. All
minor emitters are neglected in this work, since data for those plants are not available on the European level. In addition, depending on the reporting year, some emitters happen to drop below the
reporting limit due to low capacity utilization, others exceed the threshold only seldom. The data for
this work originate from 2015. The choice of industry sectors to be included in this work was made
by selecting the largest CO2 emitting sectors, which will presumably be still operating in a deeply
decarbonised 2050 scenario, delivering highly concentrated CO2 in their flue gas streams suitable
for sequestration and the subsequent production of synthetic fuels such as methane via the powerto-gas route. Albeit their large emissions and potential CO2 post-combustion capture rates in the
range of 90 % [Rwep09], data from the fossil power plants of the energy sector are neglected in this
work as future CO2 sources, since the fossil power plants are expected to be shut down or transferred
into stand-by operation clearly before 2050. Carbon capture from fossil power plants leads to an
immense need for CO2 storage between the capture step and a potential carbon usage due to temporal mismatch of fossil plant operation and renewable electricity generation (also for the case of
gas-fired power plants). The less full load hours remaining fossil back-up plants will operate in the
future, the less relevant will be their role as a reliable carbon feedstock for CCU products. Carbon
Capture in combination with long-distance CO2 transport and subsequent storage in underground
facilities such as depleted fields or large scale CO2 caverns are neglected in this work as a technology options for decarbonisation.

For the calculations in this report, three facilities identified from the “Other activities” sector were added to
the chemical industry sector. This is justified by researching the three production sites online and validating
their main economic activities.
3 The included list of economic activities represented by the NACE codes in the E-PRTR database can be
found in [SCLL19].
2
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Not only the energy sector, also the industry sector will face drastic changes concerning fuel switches
e.g. from coal-firing to firing of natural gas (which can be decarbonised by implementing PtG processes). To some extent, solid biomass can be used. In general, a trend towards process electrification may be expected where applicable. All these measures help decision-makers in industry to
reduce emissions, and thus reduce the corresponding demand for carbon dioxide emission certificates. In addition, continuous energy efficiency measures will be witnessed leading to further (slight)
reduction of energy demand. Nevertheless, the energy intensive industries studied here are expected to remain the largest available point emitters and may in the future be regarded as carbon
sources to deliver the feedstock for carbon-based products, which will be produced along the powerto-X process routes (working hypothesis).
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Figure 4-1 The amount of CO2 emissions (in kt/a) of the selected five industries (right hand side) within the 9 total published CO2 emissions of the E-PRTR database in 2015 [Euro17]

For 956 plants included in the study, a total of 511 987 kt or almost 512 Mt of CO2 were inventoried
by the database for the year 2015 [Euro17]. The relative emission shares of the five selected industries are illustrated in Figure 4-2.
A decline in the GHG emissions and energy consumption in the manufacturing industry since 1990
was accompanied by the structural changes in the European economy, as well as a developing
awareness and policies for environmental protection. Also the energy supply sector has made progress in terms of CO2 emission reduction due to the same drivers as well as upcoming RE generation. In contrast, continuously rising emissions from the transport sector as well as aviation are observed (see Figure 4-3).
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Figure 4-2 CO2 emissions from the five selected industries in kt, and their relative share in Europe 2015 [own illustration
based on Euro00]

In 2017, a total emission decrease of 22 % compared to 1990 was achieved, and the lower demand
for energy is a result primarily to energy efficiency measures taken by the EU Member States
[Euro18].

Figure 4-3 EU greenhouse gas emissions by sector 1990 - 2017, EEA (2017) [AnEE18]

4.1.1

Sectoral CO2 emissions developments

In 2015, the energy intensive industry sectors directly emitted approximately 700 million tonnes of
CO2, which represents a reduction by more than 30 % compared to 1990 levels. The power sector
had the biggest emission reduction achieved in the same period. In addition, the final energy consumption of industry was reduced by about 20 %. This was especially noticeable in the energy intensive industries, even though there was no homogeneous reduction in the different industry subsectors. The metal and the chemical sectors reduced their GHG emissions by about 60 % between
1990 and 2010 while the reductions in the minerals sector (cement, lime, glass, ceramics) reached
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about half of that value (about 30 %) [Euro18]. The total GHG emissions of the chemical sector
stabilized in the recent years at levels of about 130 Mt CO2 eq [Euro19a].
Almost all of the five energy intensive industries showed the similar slight reduction in the emissions
in the period of 2010 to 2015, as can be seen in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4 The amount of CO2 emitted in the five studied industries from 2010 to 2015 [Euro17]

4.1.2

Geographical distribution of the analysed industrial CO2 sources

The national availabilities of CO2 from the 956 included large-scale industry plants in Europe is
shown in the bar chart Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5 Available CO2 emissions from the 956 industrial plants from the five analysed industrial sectors in Europe
([Euro17], 2017)

The geographical distribution of these CO2 emissions on the regional level is presented in Figure
4-6. The geographical distribution of the industry sectors is depicted in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-6 Geographical distribution of the large industrial CO2 point sources in Europe (five analysed industry sectors)
on the regional level (NUTS-2)

Figure 4-7 Distribution of large-scale industrial CO2 sources (>100 000t CO2/a) in Europe by sector
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4.2 Data on CO2 from biogas plants
The data acquisition for identifying today’s potential power-to-methane sites using biogenic CO2 relies on the existing biogas installations. As of today, the large additional potentials for the coupling
of solid biomass and methanation technologies cannot be added to the site identification study due
to lacking roll-out of solid biomass gasification/pyrolysis. For calculating total power-to-methane potentials in two scenarios, solid biomass however is taken into account (see chapter 9).
This study includes all biogas production sites on which public data was available and could be found
during the processing time of this project. A differentiation between biogas plants that produce raw
biogas for combustion for electricity generation and plants that possess gas treatment facilities for
upgrading the raw biogas to bio-methane allowing the injection in gas grids is not made. Rather, all
biogas production sites are regarded as potential methane production sites of the future.
4.2.1

Biogas data acquisition

There are two different bases for calculating the countrywide potentials for possible methane from
green CO2: primary production of biogas in the year 2016 published by Eurostat [Eba18], and a
report by D. Thrän and F. Müller-Langer from DBFZ [ThMü11] about future potentials of biomass in
Europe.
Eurostat is the European statistical office and collects various data concerning the economy of EUmember states and other European states. For the calculation of the emitted CO 2, the primary production of biogas is important. Eurostat obtains these numbers from national agencies and publishes
them on a regular basis, lastly in 2016. According to Eurostat, biogas production is composed of
gases from anaerobic digestion and gases from thermochemical treatment of biomass, such as pyrolysis. Gases from anaerobic digestion mainly include landfill gases, sewage gases and biogases
from agricultural holdings. Based on the fact that the biogas consists of 30 – 50 vol.-% of CO2, the
amount of emitted CO2 is calculated from the produced amount of biogas [FrSi13].
In the report by Thrän and Müller-Langer [ThMü11], biomass potentials for the majority of the European nations are calculated. Different assumptions concerning the development of forest wood, residuals and energy crops are made and projections based on agricultural characteristics of the studied nations are presented [ThMü11]. Bio-methane is on the one hand produced by anaerobic
digestion and on the other hand by thermo-chemical processes. Both methods produce CO2 as a
side product, adding up to the CO2 potentials from biomass. Four additional national data sets could
be manually researched to complement the number of nations studied by Thrän and Müller-Langer.
The additional data from authorities and studies were incorporated for Switzerland (CH, Table 1 in
[BaBH00]), Norway (NOR, [SDSA11]), and Croatia (HR). The data for Croatia originate from a
presentation by the Croatian Ministry of Environment and Energy [JeHS17] and were further confirmed with [BVJJ18] and [Mesa16]. For the case of Iceland (IS), the energy crop and woody biomass
potentials were set to zero. An overview of the data sources primarily used for setting up the biogas
database of this work can be found in Table 12-1 in the appendix.
Uncertainties
Researching biogas plant sites across Europe is a complex task, as the nature and scope of publicly
available data vary widely between countries and often require very different approaches to research. Furthermore, data protection regulations lead to a restriction in the level of detail of the location data of individual countries. Albeit the challenges faced in obtaining the input data, a large
number of existing sites throughout Europe are identified and mapped so that a comprehensive
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dataset of the geographical distribution of biogenic CO2 sources from the fermentation of biomass is
gained.
4.2.2

Geographical distribution of the biogas plants in Europe and biogas production

The geographical distribution of the identified biogas plants in Europe is presented in Figure 4-8 and
Figure 4-9. A total number of 16 912 identified plants are included in the study.
The amounts of biogas production are presented in Figure 4-10. The annual biogas production in
GWh/a is plotted logarithmically. Germany, the United Kingdom and Italy produce the largest
amounts of biogas, and thus also emit the largest amount of renewable CO2. The resulting production
quantities are between 20 000 GWh/a and 100 000 GWh/a, that are distorted by the logarithmic
representation. The lowest biogas productions are found for Iceland and Malta, producing less than
100 GWh/a, and therefore not offering large-scale potential for power-to-methane plants. Nevertheless, biogas production takes place in every European country considered.

Figure 4-8 Number of identified biogas plants in Europe
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Figure 4-9 Geographical distribution and number of biogas plants per NUTS-2 region
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1

Figure 4-10 Primary biogas production in Europe in 2016 in GWh/a [Euro15]
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5 Gas demand in Europe
While the overall European fossil energy demand will drastically decline towards 2050 due to policy
measures, the demand for green gases will increase to fill the gap. It is not unlikely that the EU gas
uptake (around 5000 TWh in 2016) could remain at similar levels even after the energy transition,
just facing a complete fuel switch from fossil to renewable gases such as biomethane, synthetic
methane and hydrogen. Due to the high uncertainties of future developments, the future gas demand
is very hard to estimate. A number of studies commissioned by the EU ([CDTE16] [Euro18] [Trin18])
open up a range from 1 806 to 4 700 TWh for the total gas demand in 2050, which is in line with a
number of scenarios investigated in the STORE&GO project [Blan18]. According to the EU Reference scenario, gas consumption in the EU is expected to remain relatively stable in the coming
decades – varying somewhere between 3 900 – 4 400 TWh in 2050. Eurogas estimates that aggregate “gas demand can be up to 4 500 TWh in 2050” and that 70 % of that will be supplied in the form
of renewable gas [Euro00a]. Figure 5-1 wraps up literature future gas demands reviewed within the
STORE&GO Roadmap Deliverable D 8.10 [RBCG20]. In should be noted that D 8.10 reports on the
total gas demands from literature references, in some cases including hydrogen demands, while for
the present work, the methane demands are the relevant reference. Therefore, at the end of chapter
9.3, the comparison of projected methane potentials with literature references on gas demand are
refined in that respect.

Figure 5-1 Gas demand projections for 2050 from different studies. For more information see the roadmap for largescale storage based PtG conversion in the EU up to 2050 in Deliverable D8.10 [RBCG20]

For the assessment of the methanation potential calculations conducted in this work, the highest and
lowest future gas demands will be taken into account in terms of a range of possible future developments. Thus, the outcomes of the study may be evaluated by means of their potential level of satisfaction of the future European renewable gas demand.
In Deliverable D 7.5 it is shown that the potential for substituting natural gas in the industry sector in
the European Union will be approximately 3 107 PJ (863 TWh SNG). There would be an additional
potential for about 1 398 PJ (388 TWh) of green hydrogen, due to the substitution of all oil derivatives
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in the industrial sector and more than 906 PJ (or 252 TWh) if all coal-derived products from the iron
and steel industry are substituted in the course of process adaptation. The total need for installed
electrolyser power in the industry sector in Europe in the year 2050 then would be around 425 GW
[BZGT18].
Considering the PtG potentials, different scenarios for 2050 have been analysed in the Deliverable
D6.3 “Impact Analysis and Scenarios design”. In about half of the investigated scenarios, the PtG
capacity is in the range of 40 GW to 200 GW. By considering liquefied methane as an energy carrier
also, the PtG capacity would increase by 122 GW. The PtG capacity will lead to an installed electrolyser power in the range of about 73 to 993 GW (based on the assumption of a total power-to-methane efficiency of 55 %) [Blan18].
The final energy demand in 2050 as described by the EU Reference scenario is presented in Table
5-1 [CDTE16].
Table 5-1 European and global final energy demand in 2050 by sectors [CDTE16]

Sector
Mobility
Industry
Residential
Power
2…

European1 [TWh]
4 166
3 059
3 390
3 920

Global2 [TWh]
37 169
40 914
42 066
39 843

1… According to EU-Reference Scenarios 2016 [144]
According to World Energy Scenarios 2016 of the World Energy Council [147]

Based on these assumptions, the estimated shares of SNG and hydrogen in 2050 and the required
installed power of electrolysers and methanation units were calculated and presented in
STORE&GO Deliverable D 7.5 [BZGT18], leading to different numbers compared to D 6.3
[Blan18]. These scenarios are shown in Figure 5-2 for Europe and global, for different RE production scenarios (low, medium and high).

Figure 5-2 STORE&GO Scenarios from Deliverable D 7.5. Necessary installed power of electrolysers and methanation
units in 2050 [BZGT18]

The analysis showed that at a European level there can be a need for up to 1 240 GW of installed
electrolyser power and 600 GW methanation (SNG output capacity). The values from the various
work packages and tasks within the STORE&GO project tend to be at similar or slightly higher levels
compared to literature [BZGT18].
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6 Renewable energy production site data and potentials
across Europe
6.1 Obtaining detailed location data (bottom-up approach)
For the geographical analyses and calculation of the power-to-methane (PtM) potentials, a geographically detailed identification of the RE production sites is necessary. In this chapter, the required
data sources are presented (in addition to the previous report on the method, Deliverable D8.7). The
geo-informational processes were performed based on the open source software QGIS [Qgis17].

GEOGRAPHICAL UNITS
Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics (NUTS) is a hierarchical system for dividing the economic territory of the EU for collecting regional statistics. There are four NUTS levels that build on
top of each other. The spectrum ranges from the national level of the NUTS-0 regions to the province
level (NUTS-1), to the regional (NUTS-2) and finally the municipal level (NUTS-3) [Euro00b]. For
small nations in terms of the number of inhabitants, the region levels 1, 2 and 3 may also be identical
to each other. NUTS-2 are the basic regions for the application of regional development policy. All
analyses in this report are done and presented based on either the NUTS-0 and NUTS-2 level valid
for 2016 as displayed in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Territorial units in Europe: Preview and comparison of NUTS-0 (left, black lines) and NUTS-2 (right, light grey
polygons)

GLOBAL POWER PLANT DATABASE (GPPD)
The Global Power Plant Database (GPPD) is an international open source database for power plants
around the world. The database contains information about locations (geo-localized), fuel type, plant
capacity and generation. Around 30 000 conventional and regenerative plants from 164 countries
are listed in the database. Those can be downloaded as excel documents and imported into QGIS
due to geo-localization [Wri19].
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INDUSTRIAL MAPS
The Industrial Maps are comparable to the GPPD. They as well are based on an international open
source database; however, they are not limited to power plants only. In total there are 26 map databases available for 255 countries or regions, e.g. Aluminium Industry Map, Gold Mining Map or Solar
Energy Map (SEM). As the data bases are not downloadable, the available data from a total of 2 110
SEM plants were manually exported into an excel document and then imported into QGIS. In this
way, data for solar power plant locations in 19 European countries could be determined [Indu19].

CORINE LAND COVER AND N ATURA 2000
Corine Land Cover (CLC) stands for “Coordination of Information on the Environment” and is a project of the European Environment Agency (EEA) for the categorisation of land areas in Europe.
Natura 2000 is an EEA mapping of breeding and resting places for rare and endangered species. It
covers the 28 Member States of the European Union, including land and sea areas. In the future,
the data set is to be extended to an area of about 630 000 km2 in Europe, and further habitat types
are to follow as well. Iceland, Switzerland and Norway are not included in the Natura 2000 data set,
which is to be considered in the potential evaluations of this work. The Natura 2000 data set covers
an area of about 630 000 km2 in Europe, further habitat types are to follow in the future to further
increase its content [Cope00, Euro19b]. For this work, the 2018 CLC and Natura 2000 datasets were
used.

6.2 Photovoltaic potential
Solar energy is the largest primary source of renewable energy that can be used for both power and
heating generation. It is one of the technologies that has undergone the greatest development over
the last 10 years, with significant cost reductions [Ise19].
In 2015, around 220 GW of PV systems were installed worldwide and produced around 243 TWh of
electricity, which in turn accounted for almost 1 % of the global electricity generation [Iren00]. By the
end of 2018, the capacity has been expanded to more than 515 GW and produced around 443 TWh
of electricity (or 1.7 %) [Ise19]. Within the EU, the highest solar electricity potentials are found in the
southern member states, where levels above 1 500 kWh/kW installed may be achieved, while northern
Europe faces only half of that potential (Figure 6-2). The installed solar power capacity in the EU
exceeded 100 GW in 2016 and represented 3.4 % of the EU’s electricity production (3.6 % in 2018,
4.3 % in 2019) [Agor20, Eu16].
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Figure 6-2 Photovoltaic Solar Electricity Potential in European Countries [HuPi12]

Between 2010 and 2017, Fraunhofer ISE reports a global Compound Annual Growth rate of PV
installations of 24 % [Ise19]. New developments are leading to an increase in efficiencies, product
lifetime and capacity factors (solar tracking systems). This is supported by the learning curve of PV
modules, as the progressive development of new and improved modules leads to higher efficiencies,
lower production costs and, at the same time, an extended service life [Vdma19]. Figure 6-3 shows
the learning curve for PV modules exhibiting strong developments in the recent years. The last data
points at the end of 2017 and 2018 report on module prices of 0.34 US$/W p and 0.24 US$/W p respectively [Vdma19].

Figure 6-3 PV module price development and worldwide installed capacity [Vdma19]

The milestone of one terawatt of globally installed PV capacity is expected to be reached in the next
years, but still requires significant progress in development and production [Sola00].
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Photovoltaics costs
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The prices of the PV systems have fallen drastically in the recent years, and it is expected that the
investment (CAPEX), as well as operating costs (OPEX) will continue to fall in the future, as seen in
Figure 6-4 [VMBM19]. Another element for the future PV costs forecast will be the single- or multiaxis tracking systems. Tracking PV systems follow the position of the sun. This helps to reduce
electricity generation costs due to higher full-load hours and therefore higher energy yields, and to
compensate for the higher CAPEX and OPEX compared to non-tracking systems. Currently the
market share of single-axis systems is 45 %, and 55 % is forecasted to be reached for the end of
2020. A Finnish study from 2018 shows that the application of single-axis PV systems can increase
the global electricity generation from PV from 47 % to 59 % compared to PV systems without a
tracking system, i.e. an increase of around one quarter [AfBB18], [VMBM19], [Vdma19].
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Figure 6-4 Evaluated cost development of utility-scale PV plants from 2020 to 2050 [VMBM19]

6.2.2

Agro photovoltaics (APV)

Future potentials for PVs can be seen in the development of agricultural areas with PV systems, also
known as “agro photovoltaics” (APV) (Figure 6-5). The PV modules are installed on pillars so that
agricultural machinery can continue working the soil and harvesting the crops beneath them. In order
to keep the plants under the APV supplied with sunlight, semi-transparent solar modules are mainly
installed [Ref19]. According to initial calculations, APVs in Germany have a potential of around
80 GW when considering a building area of 1 % of today’s total agricultural area.

Figure 6-5 Agro photovoltaics [Ref19]
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Worldwide, 2 GW of APV systems have already been installed [Wirt20]. Depending on plant specifications and location, the efficiency of the synergetic land use varies between 135 % and 186 %.
Figure 6-6 shows an example of the comparison of a potato field with a single land use (a) and with
APV land use (b). During hot summers or in arid regions, plants and livestock can benefit from the
shading of APV’s. Plants and livestock are to some extent protected from weather events such as
hail [Ref19].
APV systems create synergy effects for farmers, since the electricity can be used locally, for example
for electric tractors and/or be fed into the local power grid. Since biogas plants are typically found
close to agricultural fields, one advantage here is that the electricity generated by PVs can be made
available for local power-to-gas and methanation plants.

a)

b)

Figure 6-6 Land use of APV for a potato field, a) separate land use b) mixed land use [Ise00b]

To determine the installable capacity of APVs in 2019, 5.5 m²/kW p are assumed for the area required.
This corresponds to an efficiency of 18 % at an irradiation of 1 000 W/m² (STC conditions) [Frau15,
Pvss19]. Compared to PV, APV requires about 3.5 times the space, which corresponds to
19.25 m²/kW p (~515 kW p/ha) [BBGO12].
For PV systems that are not installed on agricultural land, such as quarries and landfills, a surface
area of 13 m²/kW p is required with the same efficiency [Frau19]. This results in a land consumption
of about 760 kW p/ha. The installable capacity within a certain polygon within a geo-information dataset can be calculated by dividing the available area by the respective area requirement of PV or
APV.
To determine the generated electricity, the installable capacity was multiplied by the average full
load hours of a country. The current full-load hours for the 31 countries are shown in Figure 6-7. The
value for Iceland was calculated as a ratio of the values for Finland and Iceland from [Jrce06] and
then fitted to the value for Finland [PfSt16].
It is assumed that an increase in the efficiency of PV over the next 30 years, including the integration
of innovative concepts such as bifacial PV modules, will lead to an average efficiency of 30 %
[Frau15]. This leads to a land requirement of 857 kW p/ha for APV and 1 261 kW p/ha for PV. To
increase full load hours by 25 % compared to conventional PV systems, it was assumed that each
PV system is installed in conjunction with single-axis tracking systems (see Figure 6-8).
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Figure 6-7 Average full load hours for PV installations in Europe (1985–2015). Plants oriented to south with 35° angle of
inclination (CM-SAF SARAH) [PfSt16]
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0

Figure 6-8 Assumed increased average full-load hours for tracking-PV installations (single-axis) in Europe 2050. Plants
oriented to south with 35° angle of inclination (CM-SAF SARAH) [PfSt16]
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Obtaining data on utility-scale photovoltaics installations

Currently, the most widespread variants of PV systems are mounted on roofs or in the countryside
areas (as utility-scale systems) due to the generally preferred simple and inexpensive construction.
Although roof-mounted PVs show advantages (no additional land is needed, thus agricultural areas,
forests or other natural areas remain intact), the output generated by small-scale PVs on roofs is not
sufficient for the operation of PtG plants. Utility-scale PV systems (>500 kW), which are built on open
spaces, can feed electricity into higher voltage grids, thus leading to less transportation losses, and
therefore are better suited for PtG. Almost all PV systems imported from SEM (Solar Energy Map,
see 6.1) and GPPD (Global Power Plant Database, see 6.1) have an electrical output >500 kW.
Some exceptions can be found in the data sets (that only provide slightly less than 500 kW) but they
are still taken into account in this study for potentially supplying electricity to a PtG plant, for example
after a further expansion step or future re-powering.
SEM contains data of 2 110 utility-scale PV systems in Europe, based on a precise coordinate data
set. Solar-thermal power plants, at first, were not recognizable when extracting the data. Since Spain
is the only country in Europe in which electricity is commercially generated via solar-thermal power
plants, each location in Spain had to be manually checked. This implies a comparison with Google
Maps and, if necessary, deletion of individual locations. As a result, a total of 2 099 SEM locations
were identified that formed the basis of the identified PV locations for the further analysis.
The GPPD data set contains 2 802 entries for utility-scale PV in Europe, however, the coordinate
data set is not as precise as the one of SEM, i.e. in France. Nevertheless, the GPPD is a useful
appendage to the SEM data, particularly as it contains precise coordinate data for the Czech Republic and the United Kingdom. Before importing the data from GPPD into the GIS model at GWI,
the first step was to match SEM and GPPD data to remove duplicate entries. In the GIS modelling
environment, a buffer analysis was carried out to compare the data sets. Creating a radius of 10 km
around each located SEM-PV system allowed to determine whether a GPPD-PV system is present
in the vicinity and, if necessary, to delete identified redundant data points. To ensure unique data
points additional online maps as well as public satellite data were used for manual comparison. In
total, there were additional 1 077 identified locations from the GPPD added to the resulting PV data
layer consisting of a total of 3 176 utility-scale PV systems.

Figure 6-9 Photovoltaic park in Spain as shown by the OSM database (blue dots) and SEM database (yellow dot)

Finally, the data from OSM were added. The entries in OSM are specified and described by means
of a “tag”. However, since OSM is a public database, PV systems or solar thermal power plants may
be inserted with technically wrong tags. The tags entered by the various OSM contributors are filtered
by a query, displayed geographically and exported. With 90 257 points, the OSM database is the
largest, but also the most error-prone database among the considered data sources. OSM contains
a 30 % share of inner-city PV systems that are installed on roofs. For the analysis in this report, the
PV installations on roofs were not considered, instead focus was laid on utility-scale installations that
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may be erected on unused spaces and agricultural land with presumably less boundary conditions
and at larger scale. In the GIS environment, urban areas and cities defined by the CLC were used
to filter out roof installations, the vast majority of those being small-scale PV plants. This reduced
the OSM database to a total of 63 007 remaining data points.
During the data review, it was found that larger utility-scale PV systems in OSM are in some cases
divided into several smaller PV plants (database entries). For example, OSM may display a single
solar power plant as multiple data points on the map (see blue data points in Figure 6-9). In cases
in which a specific site was already included by the SEM/GPPD dataset (yellow data point in Figure
6-9), the OSM data were removed in order to prevent duplicates of the plant.
In order to locate these duplicates, a buffer analysis was performed for the data records of SEM and
GPPD. A buffer zone, with a radius of 1 km, was created around the 3 176 identified SEM and GPPD
sites. All data points of OSM located in the circles were checked to avoid duplicates of the PV systems from SEM and GPPD. Lastly, a manual check of the remaining OSM PV sites followed. As a
result, a total of 10 769 identified sites represent the OSM data set. That led to a total of 13 945
identified sites for the three data sets from SEM, GPPD and OSM.
In Austria and Switzerland, 353 PV plants were identified with SEM, GPPD and OSM. Due to the
small number of localized PV sites these countries, a manual search for further PV plants was conducted. With the help of the imported public maps, 187 additional locations were determined. Following the CLC categorisation (categories 111 and 112), urban areas were neglected, reducing the
number of additional data points to total of 100 PV locations. Adding these points to the previously
identified sites resulted with the final number of 14 045 identified PV utility-scale systems for further
analyses in STORE&GO.
The distribution of the 14 045 identified PV utility-scale systems in Europe is presented in Figure
6-10. Most of the identified PV plants were located in Italy and Germany with 3 838 and 3 474 plants,
respectively. Other countries like Greece, Spain and the United Kingdom also exhibit a significant
number of installed utility-scale PV systems (more than 1 000 systems per country), followed by
France and Czech Republic.
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Figure 6-10 Geographical distribution and number of identified utility-scale PV systems in Europe

The majority of the PV systems are located in southern Europe (Figure 6-11), where largest production outputs per installed capacity are achieved due to the highest solar irradiation intensities in Europe (see Figure 6-2). However, the number of installed PV systems in the Czech Republic, Germany
and the south of England are outstanding, considering the lower solar irradiation in comparison with
South Europe (Figure 6-2). Foreseeably, following the lowest regional potentials, the lowest degrees
of utility-scale PV installation can be found in the Scandinavian nations.
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Figure 6-11 Geographical distribution of identified utility-scale PV systems in Europe per NUTS-2 region

6.3 Wind power potential
In 2017, wind power covered around 11.5 % of EU’s total electricity demand. With a total installed
net capacity of 169 GW (153 GW onshore and 16 GW offshore) and 336 TWh of generated electrical
energy, wind energy is the largest form of renewable power generation in Europe [Wind00].
According to WindEurope, the potential for offshore wind energy in Europe is high enough to meet
the complete European electricity demand on the balance-sheet, while on-shore wind could theoretically produce almost twice as much [LTJP19] with potentials representing almost all regions of Europe, but predominantly in the Northern Sea region as well as the Baltic Sea and the Mediterranean
Sea.
The advantage that wind turbines offer to PtG plants is that they offer larger full-load equivalent hours
compared to PV systems. However, using both RE sources further increases the number of full load
hours for the operation of a PtG plant. Using the synergy of both RE sources has a positive effect
on the expected operating costs, therefore the coupling of a PtG plant with wind turbines and PV
plants should be preferred and will be focussed in this work. A detailed analysis of PtG plant design
and operation strategies for wind power, PV and control market (both wind and PV powered) electricity supply can be found in Gorre et al. [GRKS20].
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Obtaining data on wind turbine locations

For the analysis of potential PtG plant sites, geographically high-resolution site data of all wind turbines in the countries under consideration was necessary.
The data was obtained via the online map service OSM, as already described in the previous chapter. This database identified 93 009 wind turbines (as of January 2019). As the database contains
also wind turbines that are far off the European land, i.e. Grand Canary or most offshore wind turbines being further away than 10 km from the shore, a buffer analysis was completed and only those
that were located within the borders of the EU27+44 countries were taken into account. That resulted
in a total of 87 945 identified wind turbines for further analysis. Information on the locations of the
wind turbines from OSM can be regarded as reliable, however, data regarding the installed capacities of the wind turbines was missing. As of 2017, 29 844 wind turbines with a total capacity of
56 154 MW were in operation in Germany, resulting in an average capacity of 1.88 MW per wind
turbine [Wind00]. It is assumed that modern wind turbines exhibit installed electrical capacities of at
least 2 MW [KoFB19]. Old turbines with lower capacities are expected to be exchanged in the course
of future repowering projects that lead to an increased overall installed capacity without the need for
additional development of sites. This work focusses on the exact locations of the wind turbines and
their geographical relationships with suitable CO2 sources rather than their location-specific capacities.

Figure 6-12 Geographical distribution of identified wind turbines in Europe per NUTS-2 region

4

EU27+CH+IS+NOR+UK
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Particularly high numbers of wind turbines can be found in Denmark, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy and Spain. The density of the wind turbines by NUTS-2 regions is presented in Figure
6-12. Areas exhibiting between 1 000 to 4 000 wind turbines can be identified as high-density wind
power areas. In regions with high density of wind energy plants (dark blue areas in Figure 6-12), the
possibility of coupling with an industrial or a biogas plants appears more probable, resulting in an
enhanced PtM potential. The number of wind turbines will continue to increase in the coming years,
so that the number of regions with high wind turbine densities will increase accordingly. The total
numbers of onshore wind turbines on the national level included in the study are depicted in Figure
6-13.

Figure 6-13 Geographical distribution of identified onshore wind turbines on the national level in Europe

6.4 Table of localised RE plants on the national level
Table 6-1 shows the numbers of identified wind turbines and utility-scale PV systems per state in the
EU27+4 as integrated in the present study. Figure 6-14 on the following page represents their geographical distribution on the national level.
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Table 6-1 Numbers of identified utility-scale PV systems and wind turbines in Europe

Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Iceland
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Total

Utility-scale
PV systems

Wind turbines

195
43
136
4
5
883
125
0
10
959
3 474
1 198
32
0
3 838
0
0
100
5
1
78
4
37
107
71
169
9
1 246
10
168
1 138

1 289
808
401
208
58
183
5 909
134
542
5 861
26 645
1 764
190
1 548
6 427
0
82
292
68
4
2 010
601
2 887
2 518
279
12
9
19 126
1 976
56
5 608

14 045

87 495
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Figure 6-14 Total numbers of included utility-scale PV systems and wind turbines in Europe as an input for the PtM location identification in this work
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7 Locational analyses
Potential power-to-methane energy conversion sites as studied here are each based on a CO2 point
source – either biogenic or industrial – that delivers the carbon feedstock for the methanation process. Suitable locations for PtM plants are identified using the secondary criterion of the availability
of a renewable energy source (wind turbine or utility-scale PV system) within a 10 km radius.
For the geographical analysis and calculation of the potentials for PtM, the matchmaking between
CO2 sources and RE production sites is made by a geoinformation system approach that creates
circular zones around the CO2 sources and evaluates the number of RE sources within that ‘buffer
zone’. A central working hypothesis is that for the analysis of power-to-methane potentials in this
work, local renewable electricity input must be used. Therefore, all CO2 sources that lack local largescale RE production (wind or at least utility-scale PV plants) drop out of the further assessment and
are not accounted for in the following potential study. This conservative approach underestimates
the number of potential methanation sites centred at CO2 sources, since electricity supply solely from
the grid is not accepted here. A mix however, from local RE production as an input for electrolysis
systems and grid-fed operation is not excluded.

Figure 7-1 Representation of a buffer zone with 10 km radius around an industrial plant that includes wind turbines and
utility-scale PV systems 5

The RE sources considered in this way represent theoretical power sources for PtG plants. All data
stem from publicly available data collections on existing plants or have been collected in one-by-one
manual research of publicly accessible information such as satellite images or homepages of authorities and associations. The modelled reality however is by far not complete, many more RE plants
are expected to exist today, and by far more RE installations will be additionally erected in the years
to come. As an interim conclusion it should be noted that the share of RE plants that show the
potential of synergies when coupled to a CO2 source will drastically increase in the future, so that

5
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the results elaborated here will identify a growing number of potential PtM energy conversion sites
with any future datasets on esp. green CO2 sources or RE installations used as input.
An example for the buffer analyses is shown in Figure 7-1. The 10 km radius represents the buffer
zone around an industrial plant. All wind and utility-scale PV plants located within this zone are considered as potential renewable energy source for a potential PtG plant, located in direct neighbourhood of the CO2 source.
It is possible for a RE source to be located in the buffer zone of different plants, and thus be counted
several times. Since the aim of the analysis is to locate potential PtG sites geographically, the multiple consideration of RE plants is accepted. The presence of large-scale RE installations is proof of
the existence of local RE potentials, and the locally observed stages of RE roll-out are generally
expected to develop further to clearly higher levels in the future by additional instalments as well as
repowering activities.
Three different power-supply options are applied for the analysis. The first one is a site analysis for
PtG plants with power-supply only from PV plants. The second option leads to a set of site analyses
carried out for power-supply by wind turbines. In the third power-supply option, both RE plant types
are required to supply a PtG site in order to benefit from synergies in the load curves for enhancing
the power-to-methane full load hours.

7.1 Potential PtM sites identified at industrial CO2 sources
For the analyses and the refinement of site identification of the potential PtG plants in Europe, a
buffer analysis was performed. This enabled the setting-up of local filtering conditions for the plants
from the five selected industries.
In Figure 4-6 the location and the number of the large industrial CO2 sources from the five analysed
industries in Europe are shown. The total number of 956 industrial plants are scattered all across
Europe. As described, the analysis consisted of creating a buffer zone with 10 km radius around
each of the 956 industry plants, and within that area, utility-scale PV systems and/or wind turbines
were located.
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Industrial CO2 & local wind power

First, a buffer analysis of the industrial point sources with a potential coupling to wind turbines was
performed. A total number of 552 of 956 plants (58 %) were identified for potential local energy
coupling with wind turbines. Due to the high presence of industry and wind turbines, 194 of these
are located in Germany (35 %). The United Kingdom, France and Spain also exhibit a great potential
for PtG with 58, 47 and 39 potential PtG plants, respectively. Although the industry plants are also
present in the eastern parts of Europe, the potential for PtG is currently very low due to the lower
presence of wind turbines in these regions. The results can be observed in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 Large industrial CO2 sources (potential PtG plants) in Europe that exhibit a potential for local coupling with
wind turbines, 2019
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Industrial CO2 & local utility-scale PV systems

In Figure 7-3 the results of the buffer analysis of the industrial plants that demonstrate the potential
of coupling with at least one utility-scale PV system in their 10 km radius area are shown. The potential coupling of PtG plants to solar power generation only leads to completely different plant design, comparably very low PV-based full load hours which should be compensated for by electricity
supply from the grid and/or significant buffer storage capacities [GRKS20]. Nevertheless, the analysis is carried out here to elucidate the geographical correlations of the industrial and large-scale PV
installations in Europe today. We found the following results: A total of 506 out of 956 plants (53 %)
were identified for potential energy coupling with PV plants. A number of 187 of these plants (37 %)
are located in Germany, whereas the United Kingdom, Italy and France have almost the same numbers of potential plants with 58, 53 and 52, respectively. The Nordic countries have almost no potential for industrial CO2 coupling to solar PV plants due to the lack of installed utility-scale PV plants.

Figure 7-3 Large industrial CO2 sources (potential PtG plants) in Europe that exhibit a potential for local coupling with
utility-scale PV plants, 2019
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Industrial CO2 & local wind power & utility-scale PV systems

Following the previous analyses, an additional analysis was performed to locate those plants that
have both, utility-scale PV and wind turbines available in their proximity. The results are presented
in Figure 7-4. Up to 316 out of 956 plants (33 %) show local potential for coupling with both RE
sources. Of the total number of 217 industrial plants in Germany, 155 plants (71 %) show coupling
potential with both RE sources underlining a high potential for PtG in this state with its comparably
high degree of RE generation roll-out. On the basis of the selected criteria, 42 synergetic wind plus
PV locations were identified in the United Kingdom and 26 potential locations in France.

Figure 7-4 Large industrial CO2 sources (potential PtG plants) in Europe that exhibit a potential for local coupling with
both, utility-scale PV plants and wind turbines, 2019
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Industrial CO2 & local wind parks

As the PtM plants located at industrial sites require a significant amount of energy for the electrolysis
process (compared to the orders of magnitude smaller biogas plants), it is an obvious additional
analysis step to evaluate those sites that exhibit wind parks consisting of 10 to 50 turbines, or even
larger wind parks consisting of more than 50 wind in their proximity. This leads to the results shown
in Figure 7-5, where it can be seen that as of today, large parts of the highest-potential PtG plants
are located in Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain and the UK. Out of 956 studied industrial
CO2 sources, 221 (23 %) could potentially be coupled with 10 to 50 wind turbines in the radius of
interest (light green dots). An additional 100 plants (10 %) have the potential for coupling with more
than 50 wind turbines (dark green dots). These 321 plants represent high potential PtM sites.

Figure 7-5 Large scale industrial CO2 sources (potential PtG plants) in Europe that exhibit a potential for local coupling
with wind parks, 2019
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Industrial CO2 & local wind parks & utility-scale PV systems

With the aim to couple both RE sources (a mix of wind and PV) to potential PtM plants allowing for
enhanced full load equivalents [GRKS20], a further analysis was carried out. The CO2 point sources
that fulfil the local RE-mix availability criterion are presented in Figure 7-6.
Out of the 321 plants identified, which have local correlation to wind parks consisting of 10 or more
wind turbines in a radius of 10 km, 145 (65%) plants have additional one or more utility-scale PV
plants in their proximity.
A clustering of utility-scale PV plants in analogy to the mentioned groups of 10 or more wind turbines
could not be carried out, since large PV installations were found not to correlate in local clusters that
appear with typical distances closer than 10 km. In this geographic context, the two RE sources
show completely different characteristics, which is due to the high probability of observing wind turbines that are a part of wind parks or at least erected close to other wind turbines due to favourable
wind potentials and authorisation procedures. Large PV installations in contrast do not show a tendency to be built in parks with significant capacities in a certain distance. The modular expansion of
plants is typically done directly next to existing plants, where areas and authorisations are available.
Physically, there is no drawback for the power generation in the case of extensive PV installations,
while in the case of wind turbines, the physics of harvesting energy from the wind as well as the
need to avoid vibration of components results in a need to keep certain minimal distances.
Seventy large-scale industrial CO2 sources even correlate with local utility-scale PV installation and
large-scale wind parks consisting of more than 50 turbines. These 70 sites (dark green spots in
Figure 7-6) bear the highest potentials for power-to-methane identified in this study, based on today’s
RE generation roll-out and local energy coupling.
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Figure 7-6 Potential PtM locations in Europe, based on the coupling potential of large-scale industrial CO2 sources with
wind parks and min. 1 utility-scale PV system in 10 km radius, 2019
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7.2 Potential PtM sites identified at biogenic CO2 point sources
Similar to the industrial plants, a buffer analysis of the biogas plants was conducted. A potential
biogas-PtG plant fulfils the assigned criteria when the biogas plant is positioned in the proximity of a
RE source, either a wind turbine or an utility-scale PV plant.

7.2.1

Biogas plants & local wind power

Today’s numbers of biogas plants with a potential for local coupling with wind turbines for the countries in Europe are shown in Figure 7-7. Among these, 67 % or 11 261 out of 16 912, exhibit a potential for coupling with at least one wind turbine. Due to the strong biogas rollout level and the high
availability of data, 86 % of those plants (or 9 714) are located in Germany.
Denmark exhibits the highest share of biogas-wind turbine sector coupling options, a share as high
as 97 % of all biogas plants (151 out of its total 156 identified biogas plants). This correlation is due
to the high density of wind power installations in Denmark, counting up to almost 6 000 onshore wind
turbines (Figure 7-8).

Figure 7-7 Number of identified biogas plants in Europe, that exhibit the potential of coupling with at least one wind turbine within 10 km radius, 2019
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Figure 7-8 Number of identified biogas plants across Europe and share of plants suitable for local power-to-methane
energy coupling with wind power generation (based on data from 2019)

Figure 7-9 Geographical distribution and number of potential PtM plants in Europe 2019, based on the possibility of coupling the biogas plants with at least one wind turbine in 10 km radius, per NUTS-2 region
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Norway, exhibiting a small potential for biogas-wind turbine sector coupling (only 6 %), could presumably have a higher share. Most of the biogas plants are located along the coast, and the wind
turbines that are located further in the fjords or near-offshore were not included in this analysis, partly
because they were beyond the 10 km buffer radius from the biogas plants, partly because the focus
was on onshore installations and some data points very close to the coastal line were regarded as
offshore installations during the geoinformation data handling process. The potential number of PtM
sites based on present RE and CO2 sources are therefore to some extent underestimated.
In France, a congruence between wind energy and biogas plants can be observed especially in the
west, resulting in a number of 189 suitable locations (Figure 7-9).
Due to the small number of wind turbines in northern Italy, where most Italian biogas plants are
located (mismatch), only 9 % of the approximately 1 500 biogas plants (126) can benefit from the
local sector coupling option studied here. A more detailed evaluation of the wind power and biogas
related regional structure of Italy can be found in chapter 7.4.
Although around 19 000 wind turbines have been located in Spain, only 35 potential PtG plants could
be identified, based on these selection criteria, due to a very small number of identified biogas plants.
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Biogas plants & local utility-scale PV systems

In Figure 7-10 the results of the buffer analysis of the biogas sites that exhibit a potential for coupling
with at least one PV system in 10 km radius is presented. In total, 12 498 out of the 16 912 identified
biogas plants, or share of 74 % of the total number, conform to this criterion.
In Germany, due to the high number of identified biogas and utility-scale PV plants, 9 426 plants (or
82 % of the total identified biogas plants) reveal a potential for direct coupling with at least one large
PV system. The resulting numbers for the European countries are shown in Figure 7-11.

Figure 7-10 Identified biogas plants in Europe 2019 with utility-scale PV systems within 10 km radius
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Figure 7-11 displays the share of potential PtM plants on the national level and in the European
average.

Figure 7-11 Number of identified biogas plants across Europe and share of plants suitable for local power-to-methane
energy coupling with utility-scale photovoltaics (based on data from 2019)

For France, 491 biogas plants were identified and included in this study. From those, 148 plants
(30 %) comply with the selection criterion to exhibit utility-scale PV systems within a 10 km distance.
This is due to the high concentration of PV plants in the south of France, while the biogas plants are
being concentrated in the eastern and western part of the country.
The Czech Republic, Italy and the United Kingdom demonstrate PtG shares of 88 %, 83 % and
71 %, respectively. In the Czech Republic, this is due to the high number and wide distribution of PV
systems and biogas plants. In Italy, although most of the biogas plants are located in the north of the
country where only about a quarter of the Italian utility-scale PV plants have been installed, the total
potential for biogas-PV energy coupling via PtM still is very high, resembled by a total number of
1 233 potential locations (also see regional details in Figure 7-20). In the United Kingdom most utilityscale PV plants were built in the south, due to the higher solar irradiation, so the predominant number
of potential PtM sites is exhibited in those regions.
Figure 7-12 shows the detailed distribution of the potential biogas-based PtM plants in Europe per
NUTS-2 region.
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Figure 7-12 Number of potential biogas plants that exhibit the potential of coupling with at least one PV system in 10 km
radius, per NUTS-2 region, 2019
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Biogas plants & local wind power & local utility-scale PV systems

Finally, an analysis was conducted, considering biogas plants that show availability of both RE
sources (wind turbines and utility-scale PV plants) in their proximity. The results are presented in
Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14.
About half, 8 648 out of the 16 912 identified biogas plants (51 %), were found to exhibit the potential
for coupling with both RE sources. Of those, 7 850, or 91 %, are located in Germany. As indicated
previously, this is due to the high number and synergetic geographical correlation of RE sources and
the CO2 source biogas throughout the country.

Figure 7-13 Identified biogas plants that exhibit a potential for coupling with at least one utility-scale PV system and wind
turbines within 10 km radius, 2019

Italy displays a drastic drop in the PtG potential in this selection criteria, compared to the PV potential
analysis, due to the geographical discrepancy of the wind turbines in correlation to the biogas plants.
Only 99 plants from total of 1 504 biogas plants (7 %), exhibit the availability of both RE sources in
the buffer area. Denmark, with 86 potential PtM plants, was found to have a chance of 55 % for each
biogas plant to be in close neighbourhood with both PV and Wind power generation. This is the
second highest share after Germany, while the United Kingdom and the Netherlands demonstrate
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shares of 43 % and 42 %, respectively. In Czech Republic, 63 or 11 % of the biogas plants show
availability of both RE sources. The reason for this is the small number of wind turbines being erected
in the continental region. The distribution of potential biogas-based PtM sides in Europe is presented
in Figure 7-14.

Figure 7-14 Number of identified biogas plants across Europe and share of plants suitable for local power-to-methane
energy coupling with utility-scale photovoltaics and wind power (based on data from 2019)
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7.3 Joined results for industrial and biogenic CO2 sources
In addition to the maps generated for industrial (grey) and biogenic (green) CO2 sources separately,
the sectoral results were also plotted with joined numbers. The total number of identified CO2 sources
as well as their distribution in Europe is presented in Figure 12-1 (appendix). From a total of 17 868
point sources, 11 769 (66 %) are located in Germany, due to the large number of biogas plants.
France, Czech Republic and the UK exhibit about 500 to 600 CO2 sources included in this study.
7.3.1

Industry and biogas plants exhibiting a potential for coupling with least one RE
source in 10 km radius

The buffer results for the combined CO2 sources (green and grey) that show a potential for energy
coupling with at least one RE source in their 10 km radius is presented in Figure 7-15. Almost all
CO2 point sources 15 789 (88 %), exhibit RE availability in their proximity, underlining the great potential for sector coupling by methanation technologies in almost all European countries already
today. Only about 2 % of all potential PtM plants in this buffer analysis are based on grey CO2,
resulting in 316 potential large-scale PtM plants based on grey CO2 compared to the 15 473 smaller
dimensioned potential PtM plants based on green CO2.

Figure 7-15 Geographical distribution and number of CO2 point sources (biogas and industry plants) that exhibit a potential for local coupling with at least one RE source (wind or PV) in 10 km radius, 2019
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Figure 7-16 Percentage overview of all CO2 sources (green and grey) that exhibit the potential for coupling with at least
one RE energy source (wind or PV) in 10 km radius, 2019

The percentage distribution of potential PtM plants for each country in Europe is shown in Figure
7-16. Malta unveils a 100 % PtM potential of its CO2 sources, due to its small number of biogas
plants (four biogas plants and no industrial plants identified), but fair availability of PV in the smallsized country. All biogas plants located in Malta could potentially be directly coupled to a RE source.
Wind power plant erection however, although planned in recent years is so far lacking behind.
In Denmark and Germany 98 % of the CO2 sources have potential to be coupled with at least one
utility-scale RE installation in their proximity. Czech Republic has very high potential for PtM plants
as well, with 92 % of its CO2 sources showing geographic correlation to local RE installations. United
Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands as well as Italy follow with 89 %, 87 %, 86 % and 85 %,
respectively. The smallest shares of potential PtM sites among the CO2 sources is observed in the
eastern European countries, due to the small numbers of identified biogas plants and few utilityscale PV systems. All results for nations with a minimum of 8 identified sites are also summed up in
the bar chart diagram Figure 12-3 in the appendix.
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Industry and biogas plants exhibiting a potential for coupling with both RE sources
in 10 km radius

In addition to the previous analyses, a second approach investigated the share of potential PtM sites
with synergies due to combined coupling with both wind turbines and utility-scale PV plants.
It was found that 51 % of the biogas plants and 33 % of the industrial plants show potential for local
energy coupling based on availability of both RE sources in 10 km radius. The geographical distribution is shown in Figure 7-17, while Figure 7-18 presents the national shares. From a total of 8 964
potential locations, 8 005 are located in Germany, 244 are found in the UK, while Denmark and Italy
have 117 and 116 of the highly synergetic locations. Spain, on the other hand, shows a comparably
large amount of RE sources, however synergetic local coupling of wind power, PV and CO2 sources
appears unfeasible in many cases, due to a regional mismatch between the highest Spanish wind
power potentials and the distribution of CO2 sources. In this specific buffer analysis, the Nordic countries offer hardly any potential PtM locations, due to the low solar irradiation in the north and therefore
small amounts of installed large-scale PV systems. Eastern Europe shows a small potential for
Wind+PV PtM locations due to the small identified numbers of biogas plants and PV systems.

Figure 7-17 Geographical distribution and number of CO2 point sources that exhibit the potential of local coupling with
both RE sources (wind and PV) within 10 km radius, 2019
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Although the numbers of potential sites for the highly synergetic coupling of CO 2 with both RE
sources is smaller than the numbers described in the previous chapters, it can be anticipated that
with deeper penetration of renewable electricity generation across Europe and an increase of the
number of biogas plants, all countries will show significant improvements in the numbers of potential
PtM sites.

Figure 7-18 Share of identified CO2 point sources that exhibit the potential of local coupling with both RE sources (wind
and PV) in 10 km radius, 2019

All results for nations with a minimum of 8 identified sites are also summed up in the bar chart diagram Figure 12-4 in the appendix.
A summary of the location analyses presented in chapter 7 is given in Table 12-2 in the appendix of
this report, where all combinations of criteria and the results in total numbers as well as the relative
shares can be seen at a glance.
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7.4 Examples: Distribution of biogas plants and wind turbines in Germany and
Italy
Germany accounts for almost 70 % of the total identified biogas plants in Europe. The biogas plants
are spread across whole country. The highest density of suitable sites for PtM in Europe is located
in northern Germany with over 750 to 1 000 potential plants in some NUTS-2 regions. This is primarily due to the concentrated joint presence of wind power generation and biogas plants in that
region, leading to typical distances between biogas plants and wind turbines of less than 10 km in
many cases.

Figure 7-19 Distribution of wind turbines (left) and biogas plants (right) by NUTS-2 regions in Germany, 2019

In the south of Germany, the roll-out of biogas production is at comparable levels as in the north,
however it correlates with a smaller number of wind turbines (Figure 7-19). The comparison of the
maps shows this mismatch. Thus, less potential sites for local coupling of the two renewable plant
types via methanation were identified.

Figure 7-20 Distribution of wind turbines (left) and biogas plants (right) by NUTS-2 regions in Italy, 2019
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The comparably small number of possible PtM sites identified in Italy in the previous chapters can
be understood when analysing Figure 7-20. Even more than in southern Germany, a regional mismatch of the roll-out levels of the RE feedstocks essential for PtM energy conversion is due to this
result. On the one hand, Italy is one of the leading European countries in terms of both the number
of identified biogas plants (almost 1 500 plants) and wind turbines (almost 6 500). On the other hand,
there are only 120 biogas plants exhibiting a potential of coupling with wind turbines, corresponding
to only 9 % of all identified Italian biogas sites. This is below the average of other countries. The
regional discrepancy between the locations of the biogas plants in the north and the wind turbines
in the south (Figure 7-20) leads to a situation, where the local coupling of biogas and wind power
plants – as studied here – will only be possible in rare cases. Rather, a grid-connected power-tomethane plant operation design will be necessary at most Italian locations given by the CO2 sources.
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8 Detailed analysis –
Case studies for the STORE&GO locations
This chapter presents case studies for each of the three STORE&GO demo sites located in Germany, Switzerland and Italy. The surrounding areas of the demonstration sites were examined in
detail to assess whether a local sector coupling with the currently available RE sources is possible.
Potentials for additional PV plants in the proximities of the STORE&GO sites are taken into account.
Local analyses of the above explained geo-datasets were carried out for each of the demo sites.
With the identified RE sources, assumptions for the potentially available capacities had to be made.
The average installed capacity of an existing wind turbine was assumed to be 2 MW. The output of
the PV systems was estimated based on their sizes and local sun irradiation data [Rene00]. The
potential areas for PV and APV were determined and categorised with the help of the CLC and
Natura 2000 datasets described in chapter 6.1. The values for land requirements for PV systems
were adopted for 2050. Based on Jacobson et al. [JDBG17], the share of the theoretical area of APV
required to supply the balance sheet electricity needs of today in each country was calculated (appendix, Figure 12-2). This arbitrarily chosen level of PV roll-out was assumed to be achieved across
Europe to have an indicative reference amount of APV areas needed for a theoretical roll-out at this
high levels in the future. To calculate the potential output of the PV covered areas, the average fullload hours for the three locations were defined depending on their coordinates (Figure 8-1). The fullload hour equivalents are based on average values of 1-axis tracking PV systems [Rene00]. This
decision was made for all utility-scale PV installations, as the trend towards this technology is already
evident today and dominating use of tracking PV systems is expected for the future [Vdma19].

Figure 8-1 Average full load hours for PV, with non-tracking (left) and 1-axis tracking (right) technology, at the three
STORE&GO demonstration sites; data from [Rene00]

Case Study Falkenhagen, Germany
The STORE&GO power-to-methane demonstration site Falkenhagen in Germany can be found in
the north-eastern region close to one of the main pipelines of the German gas transportation grid as
displayed in Figure 8-2. The buffer area around the Falkenhagen plant is shown in Figure 8-3. The
10 km radius includes various RE generation sites and substations of the electricity system as well
as biogas plants and the gas transportation grid. In Falkenhagen, a hydrogen injection plant has
already been operative before the start of the STORE&GO project [Ener00].
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Figure 8-2 Distribution of industrial and biogas plants in Germany including the main pipelines of the German gas transportation grid and the Falkenhagen PtM demonstration plant

Figure 8-3 STORE&GO site Falkenhagen, Germany with 10 km buffer area
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More than 322 MW of installed wind turbine capacity and 28 MW of installed PV, generate around
790 GWh of electricity in the area around Falkenhagen each year. The load curves as well as the
full load hours of the installed RE in the buffer of the STORE&GO site are shown in Figure 8-4. With
nine other potential PtM plants within the 10 km buffer zone, part of the local renewable electricity
production might face usage competition if all potential PtM plants were realised. However, about
24 000 hectares of agricultural land are available for further installation of RE systems. With the
installation of APV on 3.9 % (Figure 12-2) of the area, the installed PV capacity in 2050 would be
around 800 MW and would produce additional 985 GWh of electricity per year. This corresponds to
an increase in the current local RE electricity production of around 125 %. The increase in PV electricity production can thus compensate for the lower electricity production of wind turbines in the
summertime (Figure 8-4), due to the higher solar radiation in that season. The trans-regional electricity transport infrastructure can also be relieved.

Figure 8-4 Average energy production of wind and PV systems at the Falkenhagen, Germany (2013-2015) (calculation
based on [PfSt16]

Case Study Solothurn, Switzerland
The STORE&GO location Solothurn is located in the north of Switzerland, near to the main piplelines
of the Switzerlands’ gas transportation grid, as can be seen in Figure 8-5. Most of the biogas plants
are located fairly close to the pipelines, and the same applies for the industrial plants in Switzerland.
The STORE&GO site Solothurn is shown in Figure 8-6, with a 10 km buffer area and RE sources in
its vicinity.
An annual electricity production of about 4.7 GWh can be realised by the 1.6 MW of PV and 2 MW
of installed wind turbine capacity. Eleven additional potential biogas PtM plants were identified in the
analysed area. In addition to the already existing PV plants, 861 MW of APV capacity can be installed
on 7.3 % (Figure 12-2) of the 13 759 ha suitable CLC area by 2050. This corresponds to an electricity
production of 1 275 GWh/a, which is about 270 times the current renewable electricity production. If
the Solothurn site and the other potential PtM plants in its vicinity were to be supplied with energy
locally, they would therefore be dependent on PV power supply due to the low installed wind turbine
capacity in the region, with new projects facing a lack of social acceptance. The average load curve
for the area surrounding the STORE&GO site is shown in Figure 8-7.
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Figure 8-5 Locations of the included energy-intensive industrial and biogas plants and the Solothurn PtM demonstration
site in Switzerland, including the main pipelines of the gas transportation grid

Figure 8-6 Location of the STORE&GO site Solothurn, Switzerland, with 10 km buffer area
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Figure 8-7 Average energy production of wind and PV systems at Solothurn, Switzerland 2013-2015 (calculation based
on [PfSt16]

Case Study Troia, Italy
The Italian STORE&GO demonstration site Troia is located in the south of the country, near to the
main piplelines of the Italian gas transportation grid (Figure 8-8). Most of the biogas plants are
located in the north of Italy, as well as most of the industrial plants.
The Italian STORE&GO site with the surrounding RE sources and potentially suitable agricultural
areas (CLC) for APV installations is shown in Figure 8-9. With approximately 37.3 MW of installed
PV capacity and 256 MW of installed wind turbine capacity, approximately 684 GWh of electricity is
generated annually. The corresponding average load curves are presented in Figure 8-10. On 4.3 %
(Figure 12-2) of the theoretical potential area of 29 080 ha, a total of 1 150 MW PV capacity can be
installed by 2050. Accordingly, about 2 117 GWh of electricity could be produced, which is 3 times
more than the current renewable electricity production in the area around the Troia site.
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Figure 8-8 Location of the included energy-intensive industrial plants and biogas plants in Italy and the Troia PtM
demonstration site, including the main pipelines of the Italian gas transportation grid

Figure 8-9 STORE&GO site Troia, Italy with 10 km buffer area
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The potential addition of 1 150 MW of PV capacity until 2050 can be seen as a positive effect on the
year-round renewable electricity production, since similar as in Germany, this compensates for the
lower energy production from wind turbines during the summer months.

Figure 8-10 Average energy production of wind and PV systems in Troia, Italy, 2013 – 2015 (calculation based on [PfSt16]

Figure 8-11 summarizes the assumed additionally installed PV capacities for the respective
STORE&GO locations until 2050 as a comparison of non-tracking and 1-axis tilt PV systems with an
average increase of 20 % in electricity output.

Figure 8-11 Potential additional PV capacities and energy generation for the buffer radii around the STORE&GO PtM
demonstration sites, with non-tracking and 1-axis tracking systems for 2050

The methanation potentials at the STORE&GO sites benefit from the installation of additional RE
plants and an expected high future degree of agricultural residual biomass use for energy conversion
purposes. Assuming todays existing biogas facilities and agricultural used share of land as well as
additional tilt-axis PV system installation, the resulting methane potentials for the proximities of the
STORE&GO locations amount to 46.4 GWh/a, 6.4 GWh/a and 133.5 GWh/a, respectively (Figure
8-12).
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Figure 8-12 Methane potential within the proximity of the STORE&GO PtM demonstration sites (10 km buffer zones) for
2050
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9 Methanation potentials in Europe
This chapter presents the potential annual methane production quantities that could be achieved by
2050 in Europe (EU27+CH+IS+NOR+UK). The above analysed CO2 amounts predominantly stem
from biomass complemented by remaining industrial sources and are taken into account for the
projections6, which are based on two scenarios.
In a future relying on large-scale methanation as common practice throughout the EU, notable quantities of CO2 will be required as a feedstock. As described, two major CO2 sources were considered
in this analysis: biomass as a green CO2 source, and industrial processes, which are considered to
be based on fossil energy carriers and therefore classified as grey CO2 sources. The availability of
biomass in general will be reliable and many times over today’s degree of exploitation, but limited as
a matter of principle. At the same time, very strict CO2 reduction targets will lead to substantial replacement of fossil fuels in the energy-intensive industries via fuel-switch to hydrogen or electricity
as well as general efficiency gains and alternative production routes. Accordingly, less CO 2 from
today’s industrial sources will be available. In order to achieve an almost complete decarbonisation
of the energy-intensive industry sectors, a CO2 reduction of 90% and more is to be expected, drastically affecting the potential SNG production from the grey sources. The major part of the future
green gas demand will have to be covered by SNG produced from green CO2.
The following two scenarios have been developed:

6

o

The Limited CO2 Availability Scenario is based on an extremely deep decarbonisation
of the energy-intensive industries, resulting in a CO2 emission reduction of 95 % across
the investigated sectors compared to 2015 levels. Concerning the biomass availability,
which is essential for the studied scenarios, a conservative estimation is made by further
reducing the minimal biomass potentials for residues and forestry to 1/3 of the values
calculated by Thrän and Müller-Langer [ThMü11]. The energy crop potentials are even
reduced to 1/6 in order to consider lacking social acceptance and ecologic drawbacks of
energy crop cultivation. By these steps, an ecologic rather than maximal exploitation of
European biomass potentials is considered. At the same time, the strict limitation to the
biomass availability accounts for evolving usage competitions that the energy sector will
face. In this scenario the deep decarbonisation of the industry sector results in small remaining gas demands from this sector. Green gas production therefore mainly follows the
energy path to meet the decentralised heating and hot water demands of the commercial
and domestic sectors.

o

The Balanced CO2 Availability Scenario is based on a deep decarbonisation of the
energy-intensive industries, resulting in a CO2 emission reduction of 90 % across the investigated sectors compared to 2015 levels. Concerning the biomass availability, a balanced estimation was made based on the same assumptions for biomass from residues
and forestry but loosened restriction of the exploitation of energy crop potentials (1/3 of
literature values by [ThMü11]). In this scenario, the future energy system compensates
remaining gas demands from the energy-intensive industries by producing more synthetic
methane in Europe based on both, slightly higher remaining grey CO 2 amounts as well
as intensified energy crop utilisation.

Calculation of methane production amounts as published in Deliverable [SCLL19]
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The results of both scenarios, separately for the biomass and the industrial sources, are presented
in the following subchapters.
In addition to the analysed CO2 sources, an alternative green CO2 feedstock for methanation can be
direct air capture (CO2 captured from air). Currently direct air capture is the most expensive technology option for CO2 provision (see chapter 3). Nevertheless, its production potential is solely limited
by its energy demand. Direct air capture is not accounted for in this potential study and may lead to
additional green methane production if implemented in large scale. For covering a remaining gap
between the production potential and the future gas demand, i.e. the future green gas demand,
various import options will develop. Green gases produced outside the EU may for example be imported by sea in liquefied form. Nevertheless, if Europe exploits its green methane potentials presented here, today’s fossil fuel and energy import dependencies will be reduced significantly.

9.1 Methane production potential from industrial CO2
The methane production potential based on the remaining CO2 feedstock from large-scale industrial
plants was calculated based on data from 956 industrial plants from five analysed industrial sectors
as described in the chapter 4.1 (E-PRTR data-base [Euro17]). The available CO2 was presented in
Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. The results read as follows.
For the limited CO2 availability scenario, the total methane potential reaches 130 TWh/a. For the
balanced CO2 availability scenario, 260 TWh/a of synthetic methane can potentially be provided
by PtM plants coupled to the large-scale industrial CO2 sources included in the study.
The distribution of these methane amounts per country for this scenario is presented in Figure 9-1.

Figure 9-1 Potential methane production for 2050 in Europe based on industrial CO2 sources in a limited as well as a
balanced CO2 availability scenario

Germany has the largest number of energy-intensive industrial plants in Europe. As a consequence,
it exhibits the largest PtM potentials with 30 TWh/a in the limited and 60 TWh/a in the balanced
scenario for 2050 under the assumptions of the present work. France (12 to 24 TWh/a), the UK (11
to 22 TWh/a) and industry nations like Sweden, Spain, Poland, Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands
follow.
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9.2 Methane potential from biomass
Estimates of the biomass potentials across Europe differ widely, ranging from 1 000 to 8 300 TWh
[Faai18]. In this analysis, the calculation for the methane potential for 2050 is based on the biomass
potentials published in a study by Thrän and Müller-Langer [ThMü11] as well as own research and
assumptions.
For the limited CO2 availability scenario, the total potential methane produced from green CO2
sources in Europe amounts to 1 190 TWh/a in 2050. For the balanced CO2 availability scenario,
the total methane production potential reaches 1 390 TWh/a, thus outperforming the 2050 potentials
for industry-based CO2 usage for methanation technologies by far. The national distribution of the
results for Europe 2050 is presented in Figure 9-2.

Figure 9-2 Potential methane quantities for 2050 in Europe, from the green CO2 sources, in a limited and a balanced
CO2 availability scenario

France, due to its highest energy crop potentials in Europe (up to 82 TWh/a, [ThMü11]) and high
potentials for residues, exhibits the highest methanation potentials based on CO2 from green sources
in the EU27+4, reaching values of 202 and 270 TWh/a, respectively. Germany exhibits potentials of
164 to 201 TWh/a in this case, followed by nations with large potentials for agricultural production
as well as residues, waste water etc. such as Spain, Sweden, Poland, Italy, the UK, Romania, Hungary and Austria.
Compared to the limited CO2 availability scenario, the relative distribution of the potentials in Europe
in the balanced scenario is affected in terms of more pronounced weighting of the energy crop share
of their potentials. Thus, the share of agricultural land plays a significant role for energy supply in a
deeply defossilised future that is built on sustainable synthetic fuels and products and is therefore
depending on a carbon feedstock. In the literature source by Thrän and Müller-Langer also the national needs for (agricultural) food production are taken into account, leading for some strongly import-dependent nations to zero energy crop potentials [ThMü11]. This consideration of the conflicting
interests for land use led to the working hypothesis that in general, domestic food production is to
be preferred over energy carrier production. As a result, densely populated nations with limited food
production potentials like the UK were assumed to have zero energy crop potentials. The present
study follows this argumentation. As a consequence, the respective nations show equal green CO2
potentials and correspondingly equal methane production potentials in both scenarios (Figure 9-2).
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The results for the European distribution of power-to-methane potentials lead to the conclusion that
all across the continent considerable potentials exist with respect to the availability of CO2 sources
and geographically correlating RE generation. A large part of the power-to-methane potentials will
be concentrated in the European countries with the largest agricultural areas, as well as in the Scandinavian nations due to their biomass potentials based on wood. In addition to the methane production from local sources studied here, many more options of synthetic gas demand coverage will exist
in the future for the import of e.g. green methane. Regions with a lack of biomass sources may for
example profit from the existing gas transportation networks that allow for methane transport just like
today. In addition, CO2 capture from air may become a competitive choice in certain regions or under
certain regulatory regimes.

9.3 Total methane potential 2050
Finally, the potential methane production quantities from both the biomass-based and the remaining
industrial CO2 sources shall be presented. The total methanation potential based on all above presented input data, boundary conditions and assumed future developments sums up to values of
1 320 and 1 650 TWh/a, for the limited CO2 availability scenario and the balanced scenario,
respectively.
The allocations of the methane potentials throughout Europe for 2050, based on both scenarios, are
shown in the following bar graph representation (Figure 9-3) as well as in the European methanation potential maps Figure 9-4 and Figure 9-5.

Figure 9-3 Total potential methane in 2050 in Europe, from green and grey CO2 sources, in a limited CO2 availability
scenario and a balanced scenario
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Figure 9-4 Power-to-methane potentials for 2050, based on a limited CO2 availability scenario

Figure 9-5 Power-to-methane potentials for 2050, based on a balanced CO2 availability scenario
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With the aim to evaluate the potential of the methane amounts calculated in this work to cover future
methane demands, a comparison with five considered references was done. A similar comparison
is described in detail in Deliverable D8.10 [RBCG20], however it should be noted that in contrast to
the total gas demand discussed in D8.10, the present work focusses on future methane demands.
For references that include a differentiation between e.g. methane and hydrogen demands, the methane demands were chosen for comparison with the present findings. Figure 9-6 shows expected
methane demands 2050 ranging from 750 to 4 400 TWh [Blan18, CDTE16, Euro18, JeSB18,
Trin18]. The comparison of the potential methane production from both, the balanced CO2 availability
scenario (green bar) and the limited CO2 availability scenario (orange bar) shows that synthetic methane production – even under the very conservative assumptions made in this work – can contribute
to the future satisfaction of the European gas demand to large extent.
The lowest reference gas demand in the comparison is provided by the Strong Electrification scenario from the final report ‘The role of Trans-European gas infrastructure in the light of the 2050
decarbonisation targets’ [Trin18] and amounts for 750 TWh/a. This value for a deeply decarbonised
future should be compared to the limited CO2 availability scenario from the present work. The respective share of demand coverage for this value pair is 176 %. For this extreme scenario, which
is not typical for the spectrum found in literature, the methane production potential calculated here
would by far cover the full future methane demand (Figure 9-6).
When considering the highest reference methane demand from the EU reference scenario 2016,
amounting to 4 400 TWh/a [CDTE16], the corresponding scenario from the present work for comparison should be the balanced CO2 availability scenario. The share of potential demand coverage
for this value pair is about 38 %.

Figure 9-6 Power-to-methane potentials 2050 from the limited CO2 availability scenario and the balanced CO2 availability scenario from this work compared to a range of the expected future methane demand in Europe from literature references; blue bars from left to right refer to [Trin18] (x2), [CDTE16], [JeSB18], [Euro18] (x3), [Blan18]

For the provision of hydrogen for the methane production potentials calculated here, correspondingly
large quantities of electricity are required. A rough estimate based on future efficiencies of 0.85 for
SOEC electrolysers and 0.75 for methanation reactors yields a total efficiency of 0.64. For that case,
about 2 060 TWh to 2580 TWh renewable electricity input would be needed in Europe per year to
produce all of the potential methane for the respective scenarios. This estimation neglects the option
of heat integration, which may lead to significantly higher efficiencies wherever feasible, reducing
the electricity demand at suitable locations.
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Under the assumptions of renewable electricity use for the electrolysis and a dominating use of green
CO2 for methanation in the future, it can be concluded that the power-to-methane technology has
the potential to contribute significantly to increase the share of renewable energy use in Europe.
Synthetic gases and biogases bring in the advantages of long-term, even seasonal storability and
easy transportability via the existing extensive transportation and distribution grids all-over Europe.
For the end-user in the domestic, commercial or industrial settings as well as in the mobility sector,
a switch to synthetic gas use does not implicate a need for replacing end-use technology. Thus, a
swift fuel switch towards synthetic gases and biogas without the erection of new infrastructures or
the redesign e.g. of industrial processes becomes possible. This is for example true for the thermal
process industry, where an electrification of the existing production processes is not possible. Methane production using CO2 from biomass and remaining industrial sources may therefore play a
crucial role in the energy system of the future.
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10 Summary
10.1 Wrap-up of this report
The objectives of this work were to identify suitable locations for power-to-methane in Europe and
to estimate the methane production potential for 2050.
The location identification is based on the concept of coupling existing CO2 sources with locally
available renewable energy sources, i.e. wind turbines and utility-scale PV systems. As CO2 sources
that deliver the required carbon feedstock to the potential PtM plants, biogas plants were considered
and energy-intensive industrial point emitters were taken into account as well.
The data acquisition was performed by researching public available data on renewable energy
generation and biogas production sites (see e.g. annex, Table 12-1) as well as manual research to
confirm or extend the available data. For the industrial CO2 emissions, the European Pollutant Release and Transfer database was exploited (see chapter 4).
A geo-information data model was used to calculate the local correlations of CO2 availability and
renewable energy production throughout Europe. CO2 sources exhibiting large-scale renewable energy generation from either wind power plants or utility-scale PV installations within a radius of 10 km
were identified as potential power-to-methane energy conversion sites enabling local energy sector
coupling and the production of methane.
The highly-resolved datasets allow to access more details on the power-to-methane potentials on
the local scale. Additional information such as the locations and distances between potential energy
conversion sites and substations from the electricity system can be visualised and included in the
assessments. The local land use e.g. in terms of the exact polygons of agricultural land may be
utilised for example to model future erections of photovoltaic plants, as presented in the case studies of Chapter 8.
The projections of the 2050 methane production potentials via the power-to-methane route were
carried out on national level. Since the design of this study centres on the development of power-tomethane plants around existing CO2 sources, the production potentials were assessed on the basis
of two scenarios for the future availability of CO2, a limited CO2 availability scenario and a balanced
CO2 availability scenario, respectively.
The power-to-methane maps presented in chapter 9 provide insights into the possibilities of developing a methanation technology rollout starting from the status quo of renewable energy infrastructure in Europe.
As an outcome of the performed analyses, the following key results can be summarized.

10.2 Key results
Potential locations for power-to-methane based on CO2 & local RE coupling
The geo-informational results (Chapter 7) show that potentials for power-to-methane exist all across
Europe, as most of the CO2 point sources exhibit RE generation in their proximity already today (at
least one RE source, wind or utility-scale PV in 10 km radius). 15 789 out of 17 868 (88 %) CO2 point
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sources were identified for potential local energy coupling with RE. Of the large countries with respect to area, Denmark and Germany exhibit the highest shares (98 % of the located points) due to
the high numbers of wind turbines and CO2 sources (mainly biogas). For the small nation of Malta,
even a 100 % share has been found. The geographical distribution is shown in Figure 10-1, while
the percentage of suitable plants by country is presented in Figure 12-3 and Table 12-2 (appendix).

Figure 10-1 Geographical distribution and number of CO2 point sources (biogas and industry plants) that exhibit a potential for local coupling with at least one RE source (wind or PV) in 10 km radius in 2019. An average of 88 % of the European CO2 sources included in this study fulfil this criterion.

Potential locations for power-to-methane based on CO2 & local RE mix
Already today, 51 % of the biogas plants and 33 % of the industrial CO2 sources (an average of 50 %
of all CO2 sources included in the study) exhibit potential for local energy coupling, based on availability of both considered RE sources (wind and utility-scale PV) in a 10 km radius. High geographical
correlation of local energy coupling was found for 316 industrial and 8 648 biogas plants. As of today,
from the identified 8 964 point sources, 8 005 are located in Germany. With the anticipated deeper
penetration of renewable energy generation across Europe, all states are expected to show an increase in the power-to-methane potentials, reaching and even exceeding the high level of the German geographical correlation of CO2 sources and RE production. The geographical distribution is
shown in Figure 10-2. The share of potential plants fulfilling the criterion of proximity to both investigated RE sources are displayed in Figure 7-18 and Figure 12-4.
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A summary of the location analyses presented in chapter 7 is given in Table 12-2 in the appendix of
this report, where all combinations of criteria and the results in total numbers as well as the relative
shares can be seen at a glance.

Figure 10-2 Geographical distribution and number of CO2 point sources that exhibit the potential of local coupling with
both RE sources (wind and PV) within a 10 km radius in 2019. An average of 50 % of the European CO2 sources included in this study fulfil this criterion.

Case studies for the STORE&GO demonstration sites
In chapter 8, case studies for each of the three STORE&GO demonstration sites located in Germany,
Switzerland and Italy were presented to give a more detailed local insight into the developed dataset
as well as the different local characteristics. Potentials for additional PV plants in the proximities of
the STORE&GO sites are taken into account. The results for the local focus areas are summarised
in Figure 10-3. The figure shows the very different characteristics and potentials for power-to-methane production using local RE and CO2 sources in all three locations. Falkenhagen and Solothurn
exhibit a strong biogas production. Falkenhagen and Troia have 161 and 128 wind turbines within
the 10 km radius, while Troia and Falkenhagen already exhibit notable PV-covered areas. All locations show strong potentials for (A)PV roll-out, since suitable space e.g. for combined agricultural
and photovoltaic use exist in all three cases, leading in the shown exemplary buffer zones to PtM
potentials of 46.4 GWh/a, 6.4 GWh/a and 133.5 GWh/a, respectively.
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Figure 10-3 Summary of the case studies on the proximities of the STORE&GO PtM demonstration plants.

European Power-to-Methane Potential Maps
Finally, this report presents two European Power-to-Methane Potential Maps that show projections
for the potential methane production in 2050 (see chapter 9). Calculations were based on the following scenarios:
o

The Limited CO2 Availability Scenario is based on an extremely deep decarbonisation
of the energy-intensive industries, resulting in a CO2 emission reduction of 95 % across
the investigated sectors compared to 2015 levels. Concerning the biomass availability,
which is essential for the studied scenarios, a conservative estimation is made by further
reducing the minimal biomass potentials for residues and forestry to 1/3 of the values
calculated by Thrän and Müller-Langer [ThMü11]. The energy crop potentials are even
reduced to 1/6 in order to consider lacking social acceptance and ecologic drawbacks of
energy crop cultivation. By these steps, an ecologic rather than maximal exploitation of
European biomass potentials is considered. At the same time, the strict limitation to the
biomass availability accounts for evolving usage competitions that the energy sector will
face. In this scenario, the deep decarbonisation of the industry sector results in small
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remaining gas demands from this sector. Green gas production therefore mainly follows
the energy path to meet the decentralised heating and hot water demands of the commercial and domestic sectors.
o

The Balanced CO2 Availability Scenario is based on a deep decarbonisation of the
energy-intensive industries, resulting in a CO2 emission reduction of 90 % across the investigated sectors compared to 2015 levels. Concerning the biomass availability, a balanced estimation was made based on the same assumptions for biomass from residues
and forestry but loosened restriction of the exploitation of energy crop potentials (1/3 of
literature values by from [ThMü11]). In this scenario, the future energy system compensates remaining gas demands from the energy-intensive industries by producing more
synthetic methane in Europe based on both, slightly higher remaining grey CO2 amounts
as well as intensified energy crop utilisation.

The total 2050 PtM potential based on the limited CO2 availability scenario is 1 320 TWh/a. The
methane share produced from industrial CO2 is 130 TWh/a, while the methane from the green CO2
sources amounts to 1 190 TWh/a, demonstrating the dominating role of biogenic carbon sources in
the deeply defossilised future investigated here. The allocation of the methane potentials throughout
Europe are presented in Figure 10-4.

Figure 10-4 Power-to-methane potentials for 2050, based on a limited CO2 availability scenario

The PtM potential for 2050 based on the balanced scenario amounts to 1 650 TWh/a. The share of
the potential methane from industrial CO2 sources is 260 TWh/a, and the methane from the green
sources 1 390 TWh/a. The methane potentials in Europe for 2050 in the balanced scenario on the
national level is displayed in Figure 10-5.
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Figure 10-5 Power-to-methane potentials for 2050, based on a balanced CO2 availability scenario

The outcomes of the study may be evaluated by means of their potential level of satisfaction of the
European methane demand 2050 as found in literature. The results of this assessment correspond
to approximately 38 – 176 % of the 2050 methane demand for the indicated scenarios. The comparison of the methane potentials with literature methane demands 2050 is shown in Figure 10-6.

Figure 10-6 Power-to-methane potentials 2050 from the limited CO2 availability scenario and the balanced CO2 availability scenario from this work compared to a range of the expected future methane demand in Europe from literature references; blue bars from left to right refer to [Trin18] (x2), [CDTE16], [JeSB18], [Euro18] (x3), [Blan18]
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12 Appendix
Table 12-1 National numbers of identified biogas plants and energy-intensive industrial plants considered as CO2
sources for potential Power-to-methanation plants and primary data sources of the biogas data research

Number of
included CO2
sources from
energy-intensive
industries

Number of
included
biogas plants

Total number of
included CO2
sources

Data format of
biogas data source

Primary
biogas
data
source

Austria

29

231

260

Raster dataset

[ÖST15]

Belgium

45

98

143

Vector dataset

[DLV13]

Bulgaria

11

5

16

Vector dataset

[REP19]

Switzerland

10

420

430

Vector dataset

[HOC16]

1

0

1

No data

-

24

555

579

Vector dataset

[CZB19]

217

11552

11769

Vector dataset

[BUN18]
[ENE16]

Cyprus
Czech Republic
Germany
Denmark

7

155

162

Vector dataset

Estonia

1

18

19

Vector dataset

[EES14]

Greece

7

0

7

No data

-

Spain

77

145

Finland

24

95

France

93

491

Croatia

6

28

Hungary

13

26

222 One-by-one research + [AEB19]
Vector dataset
[SUO18]
119
584

[HRV17]

35 One-by-one research
7 One-by-one research

[AHK17]

7

28

Iceland

3

4

70

1478

1548

Lithuania

3

0

Luxembourg

6

Latvia
Malta
Netherlands

[SIN19]

34 One-by-one research
39 One-by-one research

Ireland
Italy

Text dataset

[SOL13]
[GUÐ09]

Text dataset

[GSE19]

3

No data

-

1

7

Vector dataset

[DLV13]

1

54

55

Raster dataset

[LBA14]

0

4

35

250

4 One-by-one research
Raster dataset
285

[W AS19]
[RIJ19]

Norway

31

225

256

Vector dataset

Poland

45

91

136

Vector dataset

[GRA19]

Portugal

20

74

94

Vector dataset

[ENE19]

Romania

18

0

18

No data

-

Sweden

59

291

350

Text dataset

[ENE18]

Slovenia

4

11

Slovakia

11

110

15 One-by-one research
121 One-by-one research

United Kingdom

78

472

550

956

16912

17868

TOTAL

Vector dataset

[AVF18]

[POJ09]
[POJ09]
[ADB19]
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Figure 12-1 Total number of identified biogas and industrial plants in Europe
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Figure 12-2 Proportion of theoretically required agricultural land for APV installations to cover national balance-sheet
electricity demands in 2050; calculation based on [JDBG17]

Figure 12-3 Number of identified CO2 sources and share of plants suitable for local energy coupling with at least one RE
source (wind or PV) in 10 km radius; nations with min. 8 sites are shown
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Figure 12-4 Number of identified CO2 sources and share of plants suitable for local energy coupling with both RE source
(wind and PV) in 10 km radius; nations with min. 8 sites are shown

Table 12-2 Summary of results from the potential PtM site identification
Input data

No. of
No. of
included
included
industrial
biogas
CO2
plants
sources

Results from buffer analyses

sum

Biogas
+ PV

%

Biogas
+ Wind

%

Biogas
+ PV
+ Wind

%

Indust
ry +
PV

%

Indust
ry +
Wind

%

Industry
+ PV
+ Wind

%

Biogas
or
Industry
+ PV
and
Wind

%

Biogas
or
Industry
+ PV
or Wind

%

Austria

AT

231

29

260

118

51

76

33

41

18

16

55

8

28

5

17

46

18

171

66

Belgium

BE

98

45

143

44

45

79

81

37

0

18

40

43

96

17

38

54

38

125

87

Bulgaria

BG

5

11

16

3

60

0

0

0

0

5

45

4

36

1

9

1

6

8

50

Switzerland

CH

420

10

430

294

70

87

21

67

0

7

70

4

40

2

20

69

16

321

75

Cyprus

CY

0

1

1

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Czech Republic

CZ

555

24

579

488

88

86

15

63

0

22

92

8

33

7

29

70

12

532

92

Germany

DE

11552

217

11769

9426

82

9714

84

7850

1

187

86

194

89

155

71

8005

68

11500

98

Denmark

DK

155

7

162

86

55

151

97

86

1

5

71

7

100

5

71

91

56

158

98

Estonia

EE

18

1

19

0

0

4

22

0

0

0

0

1

100

0

0

0

0

5

26

Greece

EL

0

7

7

0

-

0

-

0

-

4

57

4

57

2

29

2

29

5

71

Spain

ES

145

77

222

80

55

35

24

23

0

37

48

39

51

18

23

41

18

136

61

Finland

FI

95

24

119

6

6

24

25

1

0

0

0

9

38

0

0

1

1

39

33

France

FR

491

93

584

148

30

189

38

56

0

52

56

47

51

26

28

82

14

350

60

Croatia

HR

28

6

34

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

17

2

33

0

0

0

0

4

12

Hungary

HU

26

13

39

1

4

4

15

0

0

4

31

2

15

1

8

1

3

9

23

Ireland

IE

28

7

35

0

0

15

54

0

0

0

0

3

43

0

0

0

0

18

51

Iceland

IS

4

3

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Italy

IT

1478

70

1548

1233

83

126

9

99

0

53

76

26

37

17

24

116

7

1314

85

Lithuania

LT

0

3

3

0

-

0

-

0

-

2

67

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

67

Luxembourg

LU

1

6

7

1

100

1

100

1

1

0

0

3

50

0

0

1

14

3

43

Latvia

LV

54

1

55

0

0

4

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

7

Malta

MT

4

0

4

1

25

4

100

1

0

0

-

0

-

0

-

1

25

4

100

Netherlands

NL

250

35

285

130

52

185

74

104

0

14

40

35

100

13

37

117

41

244

86

Norway

NO

225

31

256

8

4

13

6

0

0

1

3

1

3

0

0

0

0

24

9

Poland

PL

91

45

136

4

4

27

30

3

0

1

2

15

33

1

2

4

3

44

32

Portugal

PT

74

20

94

23

31

21

28

9

0

8

40

8

40

3

15

12

13

47

50

Romania

RO

0

18

18

0

-

0

-

0

-

2

11

3

17

0

0

0

0

2

11

Sweden

SE

291

59

350

20

7

122

42

2

0

2

3

27

46

1

2

3

1

168

48

Slovenia

SI

11

4

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

25

1

25

0

0

0

0

2

13

Slovakia

SK

110

11

121

50

45

8

7

3

0

6

55

0

0

0

0

3

2

61

50

United Kingdom

UK

472

78

550

333

71

286

61

202

0

58

74

58

74

42

54

244

44

489

89

EU27+4

16912

956

17868

12498

74

11261

67

8648

1

506

53

552

58

316

33

8964

50

15789

88

TOTAL
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